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ABSTRACT
Solution-state nuclear m agnetic resonance (NM R) of and nuclei in 
molecular species is very com m on as is solid-state NM R of in a wide variety of 
substances. Yet many nuclei remain little studied by conventional NM R techniques, for 
example ^H, 1*13, 7 9 g r> 8 1 g r> 9 3 ^  Qne method for their study is nuclear
quadrupole resonance (NQR). Briefly, the reason that quadrupolar nuclei are difficult 
to study with conventional NM R techniques is the exceedingly large line widths these 
nuclei exhibit in high magnetic fields.
The first part o f my dissertation deals with NQR spectroscopic techniques 
developed to obtain structural information on solids using three different line narrowing 
techniques: (1) The results o f field sw ept 93jqb NM R experim ents o f B aN bx S 3 
(x = 0.8, 1) are presented w ith the Oxford 16/18 Tesla superconducting m agnet at
4.2 K. (2) The developm ent o f a broadband NQ R spectrom eter having very wide 
spectral range from 200 to 300 M Hz with automatic frequency selection and a novel 
automatically-tuned probe and the results of 7 9 g r and ^ B r  NQR of some brominated 
arom atic com pounds are discussed. (3) The developm ent o f a field cycling NQR 
spectrometer based on a conventional NM R, a high speed linear stepping motor, and an 
Oxford gas flow cryostat is described with some and ^ N  NQR spectra.
The second part of my dissertation describes novel * *B and ^ N  NQR imaging 
techniques that use field cycling as a line narrow ing technique and therefore, is a 
com bination of both NQR spectroscopy and N M R im aging. A  dem onstration o f 







1 .1  G eneral Introduction
Solution-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) of and 13c  nuclei in 
m olecular species is very comm on as is solid-state NM R of in a wide variety of 
substances. Yet many nuclei remain little studied by conventional NM R techniques, for 
example ^H, 1 IB, 1 4 ^  ^ B r ,  8 1 g r) ancj 93]sjb One method for their study is nuclear 
quadrupole resonance (NQR), which was first demonstrated by Dehmelt and Krtiger in 
1950 for 3 5 C1 and 3 7 c i  in tran s-d ich lo roe thene .[l. 1] B riefly , the reason that 
quadrupolar nuclei are difficult to study with conventional N M R techniques is the 
exceedingly large line widths these nuclei exhibit in high magnetic fields.
The first part o f my dissertation deals with NQR spectroscopic techniques 
developed to obtain structural information on solids using three different line narrowing 
techniques. The second part o f my dissertation describes novel NQR im aging 
techniques that use field cycling as a line narrowing technique and therefore, is a 
combination of both NQR spectroscopy and NM R imaging. Lastly, two-dimensional 
imaging is demonstrated using an conventional solution-state NM R spectrometer.
1 . 1 . 1  B asic Princip le o f  N uclear M agnetic R esonance
A nucleus with S ^  0, S being the quantum number o f the nuclear spin angular 
momentum, has a nuclear spin angular momentum. The spinning charges with angular 
m om entum  generate the nuclear m agnetic moment along the axis it spins. If  the 
nucleus, such as the proton (S = 1/2), is placed in an external m agnetic field, its 
magnetic moment has an energy which varies with the orientation o f that field. There 
are two possible energy states o f the proton spin depending on whether or not its 
magnetic moment is aligned with or against that field. The NM R absorption is a result 
of transitions between these two energy levels, stimulated by the applied rf field.
A single nucleus has a nuclear magnetic moment which precesses with some 
speed around the applied m agnetic field. The frequency o f precession, co, is known as
3
the Larm or frequency of the observed nucleus, and is its NM R frequency. The Larraor 
frequency is a function of y  and B 0.
C0=27UVo =  YBo  (1.1)
The m agnetogyric ratio, y, is a proportionality constant that describes the spin state 
energies o f a given nucleus. Each isotope w ith nonzero nuclear spin has its own 
unique value o f y. Thus, each nucleus has the characteristic Larm or frequency in an 
external magnetic field.
Each nuclear orientation with respect to the external magnetic field corresponds 
to an energy level, the low est corresponding to the orientation in which the nuclear 
m agnetic m om ent is m ost closely aligned with the field. For any system  of energy 
levels at thermal equilibrium, there are always more particles in the lower states than in 
the upper states. The ratio o f population in each energy state is a function o f energy 
separation, AE, in the form of the Boltzmann distribution.
N
n l
U _  „-A E /kT
N y  is the population o f the upper state, N l  is the population o f the low er state, k  is 
B oltzm ann’s constant, and T  is the absolute tem perature. N M R  is produced by 
inducing transitions between such energy levels by means o f fluctuating magnetic fields 
o f the correct frequency, v Q. Thus, energy separation is a function o f transition 
frequency (Larmor frequency),
AE  = h v 0 , (1.3)
where h  is Plank’s constant.
4
The sensitivity  o f N M R can be increased w ith changing o f the ratio of 
population by increasing the external m agnetic field strength or decreasing the 
temperature. W hen the ratio o f population is equal to 1, a condition called saturation 
occurs which allows no NM R signal to be detected.
1 . 1 . 2  M agnetic and E lectrostatic  Interactions in NM R
In NM R, a nucleus has five m ain interactions w ith the m agnetic field, 
neighboring magnetic moments, and the local electric charge distribution:
(1) the Zeeman interaction with the magnetic field,
(2 ) the dipole-dipole interaction with other nuclei,
(3) the magnetic shielding interaction with the surrounding electrons giving 
chemical shift,
(4) the scalar J  or spin-spin coupling of two or more nuclei, and
(5) the nuc lear e lec tric  quadrupo lar in terac tion  w ith e lec tric  field  
gradients. [1.2-4]
The suppression of the effects of specific internal interactions while maintaining the 
effects of others is one o f the main areas o f research in the field o f solid state NM R 
spectroscopy today.
A general Hamiltonian, H T, for the interactions by a nucleus in the solid state is
H t  = H z  + H d  +  H c s  + H j  + H q . ( l .4)
Each interaction will be discussed in more detail in subsequent sections.
The Zeeman interaction describes the coupling o f the magnetic moment o f the 
nucleus to the applied m agnetic field, B 0, yielding 2S + 1 energy levels. In terms of 
the spin angular m om ent, S ^ , o f the nuclei in the sam ple, the H am iltonian, in 
frequency unit, [rad s 'l ] ,  is [ 1 .2 ]
5
H z = - y B 0 S =  - c o Z 5 zJt (1.5)
K
The m agnitude o f this interaction is linear with the applied m agnetic field. Larger 
separations o f the energy levels developing at higher magnetic field correspond to an 
increase in the population difference between energy levels and an increase in the 
signal-to -no ise  ratio of the spectrum. The typical size o f the Zeeman interaction at 
4.7 Tesla is 200 M Hz for nucleus.
In NM R studies o f solid samples, the direct dipole-dipole interaction is often the 
dom inant contribution to the broad line widths between neighboring nuclei (S = 1/2). 
In the case of homonuclear dipolar coupling, the Hamiltonian is written as [1.2]
Ys *
H d  = A h S*D .S  (1 .6)
r U
w here rjj is the in ternuclear distance, D  the d ipolar coupling tensor, and Yg the  
m agnetogyric ratio o f spin m agnetic m om ent, S. In the ^H hom onuclear case, the 
contribution o f dipolar interaction to the line w idths is less than 40 kH z in typical 
systems.[1.5] The heteronuclear dipolar interaction between an isolated pair o f unlike 
spins, I  and S, of magnetogyric ratio, Yj and Yg> is [1.2]
Yi Ys ftHd = - ^  I -D S.  (1.7)
i
The suppression of lH -1 3 c  heteronuclear dipolar coupling is a standard feature of the 
13C cross polarization and m agic angle spinning (CP/M AS) N M R experim ent. 
Important features o f the dipolar interaction are that it depends on the magnitude of the
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magnetic moments, that it is independent o f the applied magnetic field, B0, and that it 
decreases very rapidly with the intemuclear distance.[1.2 ]
The indirect coupling o f nuclei to the static magnetic field by interaction with the 
fields produced by the surrounding electrons causes shifts in resonance frequencies. 
The chemical shifts are a reflection of the chemical environment o f a nucleus in an atom 
or molecule.[1.3,6 ] The Hamiltonian o f chemical shift for spin S is [1.2]
where a  is the chemical shift tensor. The chemical shift interaction is proportionally 
larger at higher magnetic field. Also, this is the most sensitive interaction to geometry 
and identity o f the other atoms surrounding a particular nucleus.[1.2] The actual 
chemical shift line broadening in a solid is field and nuclear dependent and is on the 
order o f 2.5 kHz at 4.7 T for lH .[1.4]
The indirect spin-spin coupling interaction between a pair of spins I and S is 
represented as [ 1.2 ]
where J  is scalar coupling tensor. The coupling interaction is field independent and is 
usually ignored in the solid state because o f its small size, less than 1000 Hz for most 
spin pairs.
The quadrupolar interaction occurs only when the spin angular m om ent, S, is 
greater than 1/2, and is the interaction o f the nuclear electric quadrupole m oment, eQ, 
with the non-spherically symmetrical electric field gradient around the nucleus.[ 1.2 ] 
The interaction is described by [1.2]
H cs -  Ygh S*a*B0 ( 1.8 )
Hj = I*J*S (1-9)
7
H q  =  S.Q.S ( l . i o )
where Q  is the quadrupolar coupling tensor. As shown in equation (1.10), the 
quadrupolar interaction is field independent. Because the magnitude o f the interaction 
is up to several MHz, for exam ple nucleus has 0.6 -  3.5 M Hz range, the 
quadrupolar interaction can easily dominate the spectrum in the solid state.[1.7]
These interactions are anisotropic and can have large effects on the spectrum in 
the solid state due to the relatively fixed orientations o f the m olecules, w hereas in 
solution average values are obtained due to the fast and isotropic m otion o f the 
molecule. The dipolar and quadrupolar couplings are only observable in solid, because 
the average values o f these interactions are exactly zero in solution.[1.2] The m ajor 
interest of my research is the quadrupole interaction in the solid state which will be used 
to characterize molecules and image materials.
1 .2  S o lid -S ta te  N u c le a r  Q u a d ru p o le  R eso n an ce  S p ec tro sc o p y
Solid-state NM R o f quadrupolar nuclei, S > 1/2, and nuclear quadrupole 
resonance (NQR) spectroscopy are techniques to m easure weak interactions between 
nuclei having nonzero quadrupole moments (Q ) and their local electric environm ent in 
the ground state o f the solid system .[1.8] The m ost im portant NQ R spectroscopic 
param eters are the quadrupole coupling constant and the electric field gradient 
asymmetry parameter. These parameters are highly sensitive to the m inor changes in 
the local electric environm ent as well as to subtle structure changes. Thus, NQR 
provides valuable information on chemical bonding, structure o f solids, and dynamics 
o f so lids.[1.9,10]
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1 . 2 . 1  D efin ition  o f  NQ R
For a nucleus with a spin angular m om entum  greater than 1/2, which has a 
nonspherical charge distribution, the solid state NM R spectra are usually dominated by 
the nuclear quadrupolar interaction. A quadrupolar nucleus possesses an electric 
quadrupole moment, eQ, which can interact with the electric field gradient produced by 
neighboring charges. In the presence o f a magnetic field, it is more convenient to use 
nuclear spin functions appropriate for the coordinate system of the m agnetic field. 
Thus, the com m on form o f the Ham iltonian for this interaction for the case o f an 
applied magnetic field is
hq = [§(sts j + s/y - stJs2] (i.i,)
where e is the electrostatic unit of charge, Q is the size of nuclear quadrupole moment, 
and 6 ^  is the kronecker de lta .[1.3,11 ] N uclear spin angular m om entum  is usually 
given the symbol S. The electric field gradient, Vjg (= eq^j ), can be described by a 
symmetric 3 x 3  traceless tensor. [1.12] The m agnitude o f the electric field gradient 
tensor is given by the quadrupolar coupling constant. The quadrupolar coupling 
constant, C q , is defined as
„  e2q,jQ e \ 'Q
C Q  = h = h  < U 2 >
and the asymmetry parameter, 77, is as
71 = ~ V  (1.13)
zz
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where the electric field gradient is defined so that \VZZ I > IV **1 > IVy y  I and rj 
ranges from 0 to l.[1.8] In the principal axis system, the electric field gradient tensor 
can be reduced to two parameters, eq^  and r\:
The electric field gradient tensor o f the m olecular coordinate system, VPA, can be 
transform ed to the laboratory system (Lab), VLab, by direction cosine matrices [1.13] 
using the y-convention:[1.14]
where R  is the rotational transform ation. Only two Euler angles, 6  and %, are 
needed to orient the electric field gradient tensor relative to the applied magnetic field,
where qzz  is the charge distribution o f the m ajor axis. The nuclear spin angular
m om entum  operators are S, Sz , S+ , and S_.
The quadrupolar coupling constant and asym m etric param eter provide
com plem entary information about the quadrupole nuclei. The quadrupolar coupling
constant can easily be obtained from the transition frequencies of quadrupole nuclei in
yP A  _  _  ecizz
2
( 1 - 7 7 )  0 0
0 (1 +  77) 0
0 0 - 2
(1.14)
VLab = R ^ (e)R :l(^)VPARzte)R »(e) (1.15)
For the case o f zero applied magnetic field, eq. (1.11) transforms to
(1.16)
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zero applied m agnetic field. The frequencies depend on the electric quadrupole 
moment, eQ, with respect to the components of the electric field gradients and also the 
asym m etry param eter which is zero for perfect sym m etry o f nuclear electronic 
distribution. This relationship is described further in the next section. However, in an 
applied magnetic field the quadrupolar coupling constant is not so easily obtained from 
the transition frequencies of quadrupole nuclei; this is because the other perturbations, 
such as the Zeem an interaction, m ust be considered. By m easuring these two 
param eters, C q  and 77, inform ation on the bonding o f the quadrupolar nuclei, 
structure of solids, and dynamics of solids can be derived.
1 . 2 . 2  NQ R at V arious M agnetic Fields
The energy separation o f spin states is increased in proportion to the transition
frequency, as shown in eq. (1.3). The transition frequency o f quadrupolar nuclei 
represent the nuclear quadrupolar resonance (NQR) which is developed by quadrupolar 
interaction. There are three cases o f spin energy system s that take place when the 
quadrupolar interaction and the Zeem an interaction are considered w ithout the 
perturbations o f the other interactions in spin system, as shown in Figure 1-1 for S = 1 
[1.10] and Figure 1-2 for S = 3/2 [1.15] under various conditions: [1.3]
( 1) H z  > H q  case: W hen the quadrupolar coupling is weak compared 
to the magnetic interaction, the nuclei are polarized by the magnetic 
field and the quadrupolar interaction shifts the transition about the 
L arm or frequency o f the quadrupole nucleus. B ecause the 
quadrupolar interaction is added as a perturbation to the Zeeman 
interaction, the energy levels are further split by the electric field 
gradient, the asymmetry param eter, and the angle form ed by the 
direction o f the eqzz with the magnetic field. Thus, the NM R line 
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Figure 1-1 Energy level diagram of a spin, S = 1, at various conditions and the relationship of transition frequencies 
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Figure 1-2 Energy level diagram of a spin, S = 3/2, at various conditions and the relationship of transition frequencies 




interaction in an applied magnetic field. The broad NM R line widths 
of quadrupole nuclei can be partially solved by using an extremely 
high magnetic field. Because the energy levels can be further split in 
higher magnetic field, the NM R line shape o f quadrupolar nuclei are 
easier to interpret by calculations. The quadrupole perturbed 93]\jb 
(S = 9/2) NM R o f BaN bx S 3 (x = 0.8 and 1) has been observed 
with a strong m agnetic field ( -1 0  Tesla) at 4.2 K, which is 
described in Chapter 2. However, the problem  o f line broadening 
cannot be completely solved by this kind o f experiment using high 
magnetic field.
(2 ) H z  < H q  case: W hen the quadrupolar coupling is larger than the 
m agnetic interaction, the energy levels o f quadrupolar nuclei are 
determined by the quadrupolar interaction. For S = 3/2, 5/2, etc., 
all energy levels are doubly degenerate in the ground state as 
expressed by K ram er’s theorem.[1.16] The transition frequency 
detected in this case is represented by the pure NQR. Pure NQR 
transition frequencies are easily calculated with the quadrupolar 
coupling constant and the asymmetry parameter, as shown in Figure 
1-1 and Figure 1-2. The pure and ^ B r  (S = 3/2) NQR of the 
brom inated arom atic com pounds have been observed w ithout the 
magnetic field at room  temperature, as described in Chapter 3. The 
pure (S = 1) and (S = 1) NQR o f organic sam ples are 
observed using a field cycling technique, as described in Chapter 4.
(3) H z  ~ H q  case: W hen the quadrupolar coupling is alm ost equal to 
the magnetic interaction, it is difficult to study quadrupolar nuclei in 
molecules. The problem using the full Zeeman plus the quadrupolar
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interaction is not easy to solve. Therefore, one o f interactions 
should be changed to solve this problem.
1 .3  Solid -State N uclear Q uadrupole R esonance Im aging
Solid-state NQ R im aging techniques were recently developed as a branch of 
NQ R spectroscopy and N M R  im aging (M RI). T hese techniques involve an 
inhomogeneous magnetic field which can be called a magnetic field gradient. Since the 
early seventies when MRI was developed by Lauterbur [1.17,18] and independently by 
M ansfield [1.19-21], much research effort has been invested in the developm ent of 
techniques for M RI. M edical applications o f solution state M RI have progressed 
quickly and are well developed in clinical diagnosis and medical research for studying 
certain soft tissues. Because the NM R line widths in the solid state are broadened 
considerably by the dipolar interaction, chemical shift anisotropy, and the quadrupolar 
interaction, as discussed in section 1.1.2, NM R imaging of solids requires a different 
set o f techniques [1.22-29] and hence, the developm ent o f solid state NM R imaging 
has been m uch slow er than that o f MRI. A im portant feature o f NM R im aging of 
solids is line narrowing o f a selected N M R resonance; therefore, the research for 
effective NQR imaging is really a search for a line narrowing technique.
M RI is based on a sim ple principle that the NM R line shape reflects the spatial 
distribution of nuclear spins in a spatially inhomogeneous magnetic field. The nuclei in 
different magnetic fields resonate at different frequencies by
co =  yB0  +  yG fAr (1.17)
where A r  is the spatial function and G r  is the m agnetic field gradient strength. Eq.
(1.17) is a modification of eq. (1.1) in which the observed line shape is the sum of the
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distribution o f resonance frequencies (by which we mean magnetic fields) weighted by 
the number o f nuclei at each frequency. Thus, the projection of the concentration of the 
nuclei in the sample along the field gradient direction is represented by the NM R line 
shape in a linear magnetic field gradient. [1.30,31]
In Chapter 5, NM R imaging o f ^ B  in a boric acid, B(OH)3 , phantom has been 
done using a field cycling NM R technique for the purpose of line narrowing the ^ B  
resonance. Field cycling NM R is used to merge the sensitivity o f high field detection 
with the narrow resonance o f a pure NQR transition. In zero magnetic field, a very 
small rf  coil is used as the method for spatially encoding the image by saturating the 
th l/2>  —> l±3/2> transition for a selected region of the sample. In successive cycles the 
zero-field rf coil is translated step-wise along the sample.
In Chapter 6 , NQR imaging via field cycling has been used to image nuclei 
in a sample of acetamide and salicylamide. The image obtained is spatially resolved in 
one dimension and is also obtained as a function of the I0 > —» l+> transition frequency. 
The im aging plane is generated by two collinear solenoids w ound with opposite 
handedness. In the field cycling experiment, the I0> —» l+> transition, is saturated 
throughout the sample except at the imaging plane where the magnitude of the rf field, 
IB jl, is near zero.
In an exploratory project to test an M RI demonstration, a tw o-dim ensional 
NM R im age is acquired on an unm odified B ruker AC 100 NM R spectrom eter in 
Chapter 7. Three kinds o f phantoms are imaged with a rotated magnetic field gradient. 
This dem onstration is the sam e rather sim ple application used in m any areas o f 
non-m edical NM R im aging, such as anim al imaging, plant studies, and im aging of 
m obile liquids inside of solid porous materials.
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CHAPTER 2
DETERMINATION OF QUADRUPOLAR COUPLING  
CONSTANT AND ASYMMETRY PARAMETER IN 
93Nb NMR STUDIES OF BaNbxS3 (x = 0.8,1.0)
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2 .1  In trod uction
The gross structure o f BaN bxS 3 (x = 0.8, 1) is isostructural [2.1] with BaVS3 , 
which is hexagonal and has space group P6^/m m c  with two molecules per unit cell at 
room  tem perature.[2.2,3] The crystal structure o f BaN bS3 is such that the sulfur and 
barium atoms form a slightly distorted hexagonal close-packed layers with the niobium 
atoms occupying one quarter o f the octahedral sites between layers, namely those sites 
formed only by sulfur atoms. These niobium sulfur octahedra share faces and form 
infinite one-dim ensional chains parallel to the hexagonal axis. The intrachain 
m etal-m etal distances are 2.874 A, which are short enough to form metal-metal bonds, 
but the interchain metal-metal distances are long, with 6.840 A and 5.745 A .[2 . 1] The 
isostructural BaVS3 shows interesting electronic behavior from a metallic conductor to 
a sem iconductor by a param agnetic to antiferrom agnetic transition at 77 K. The 
magnetic transition is similar to that o f materials related to high critical temperature, Tc , 
cuprate superconductors.[2.4,5] Also, BaN bS3 has a noticeable Peierls distortion 
along the chain axis, a feature not seen in BaVS3 . However, BaNbS3 is a diamagnetic 
sem iconductor at room  tem perature due to the distortion along the axis o f the 
ch a in .[2.6,7] B ecause the N bS 3~2  system  is linear and diam agnetic at room  
temperature, Nb d^ electrons might be metal-metal bonding like this
Nb— Nb- • -Nb— Nb- • -Nb— Nb- • •
( where ‘----- ’ indicates longer bond length than
Thus, only one kind o f m agnetically inequivalent 93iqb is expected. According to 
X -ray  photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), only one N b site was observed .[2.1] 
However, as will be shown herein, two distinct Nb sites are observed by a 93>Jb NM R
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technique. One interpretation o f the 4.2 K 93jvjb NM R results is that two different 
93Nb oxidation states exist in BaNbxS3 (x = 0 .8 , 1) system.
The 93jqb nucleus, has a high nuclear spin number, 9/2, and is 100% abundant 
in nature, has proven to be interesting to study in, for example, niobium pentahalide as 
reported in the early seventies to early eighties.[2.8-13] The 93j\jb NQR can easily 
determine the quadrupolar coupling constant, C q  and the asymmetry parameter, jj, of 
the electric field gradient tensor at the nucleus. Most observations have been done with 
a superregenerative spectrometer. W hen the 93>Jb NQR transition frequency range is 
known, 93>jb NQR spectroscopy is a very useful technique. For example, N b2 C ljo  
(a metal dimer with two bridging halides) has four observable 93j\jb transitions in the 
range o f 5 to 13 M Hz and C q  = 78.1 M Hz and 77 = 0.32 at 300 K.[2.14] However, 
there will be some difficulties involved in using the 93jv[b NQR technique via pulse 
m ethods to search for the frequency range o f the unknown 93jsJb resonance o f 
BaN bxS3 (x = 0.8, 1). The low sensitivity o f the samples with broad line widths will 
also cause a problem. The 93jqb NM R of metallic compounds and alloys has been 
studied at Bell Telephone Laboratories with the same spin-echo field-swept NM R 
technique used in the study reported herein.[2.15-21] The C q  for Nb3 Sn is 49 M Hz at 
300 K and the field sw ept experim ent was done with a carrier frequency o f
53.1 M Hz.[2.15] W hen large single crystals are available, the 93}% NM R line shapes 
have been used to characterize the stoichiometry o f a melt grown crystal and thus 
proven useful in determ ining phase diagram s for crystal growth. However, this 
technique has one m ajor defect, the sensitivity of the NM R is low. The 93bJb NM R 
experiment, with magic angle spinning (MAS) o f a sample, is an interesting technique 
that depends upon an analyses o f the spinning sideband pattern.[2.22] The MAS NM R 
technique makes possible narrower spectral line widths by reducing the effects o f the 
quadrupole in te rac tio n .[2.23] For exam ple, 93 jqb  M AS N M R o f NaNbC>3 ,
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C q  = 19.5 MHz, spun of 6  kHz at 8.5 Tesla yields a spectrum with a center band and 
associated side bands; the center band is broadened to about 25 kHz by second-order 
quadrupolar line broadening.[2.24] Given this level of performance, 93]%  MAS NMR 
o f samples with moderate values of C q  will not be easy to study and characterize. 
Since the objective o f this project was to acquire information about the num ber of 
niobium sites in BaNbxS3 (x = 0 .8 , 1), and only powder samples were available, field 
swept NM R was the m ethod chosen. Herein, the results of field swept, along with 
some frequency swept, 9 3 n 5  NM R experiments are presented. The results at 4.2 K 
show that two niobium sites can be detected.
2 . 1 . 1  F requency Sw ept 9 3 ^ 5  \\jr Spectroscopy
The solid-state NM R spectroscopy o f quadrupole nuclei usually requires very 
large spectral line widths. Typically, one needs extremely short, high-power rf pulses 
and fast digitization to cover the wide frequency range o f the NM R spectrum. In 
addition, extensive signal averaging is required because signal sensitivity is generally 
poor due to the large bandw idth o f the probe and the receiver. Because these 
contradictory demands, it is difficult to achieve uniform spectral coverage for the NM R 
spectroscopy of quadrupole nuclei.
A frequency swept NM R experiment with low power pulse has been used to 
circumvent many of the difficulties discussed above.[2.25,26] A brief description of 
this technique is given here for the case of the 93>jb nucleus having a  large C q . The
free induction decay (FID) is acquired after a low pow er pulse at a fixed carrier
frequency. The FID is signal averaged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio; then the 
FID in time domain is converted to frequency domain by the Fourier transformation. 
The frequency domain spectrum is integrated for the region about the carrier frequency. 
Then the carrier frequency is stepped to the next value and the process repeated to 
obtain the next point. Ideally, the probe is retuned for each carrier frequency. Thus, an
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entire spectrum  over extrem ely wide spectral widths can be obtained by acquiring 
successive integrated points as a function o f carrier frequency. In principle, all of the 
transitions for the 93]sjb (S = 9/2) spin system  can be observed, although the 
l+ l/2>  —> l- l/2 > , l+3/2> —> l+ l/2> , and l- l /2 >  —> l-3/2> transition will dominate the 
spectrum. The main disadvantage with this technique is the need for constant probe 
retuning which makes obtaining good line shapes extremely difficult.
2 . 1 . 2  Field Sw ept 93jsjb N M R Spectroscopy
Recently, field swept pulsed NM R has been developed in our lab to solve the 
problem described above namely probe retuning.[2.27,28] This technique operates by 
working at constant rf frequency and requires a slow sweep of the magnetic field. The 
Oxford 16/18 Tesla superconducting magnet can be operated in a non-persistent mode, 
thus providing a slow sweeping magnetic field that can be used to obtain high quality 
solid-state NM R, spectra over the extremely large spectral widths needed to observe 
nuclei with large C q .
T his techn ique sw eeps the m agnetic  field  in the sam e m anner as 
continuous-w ave (CW) NM R as used in the early years of NMR, however, the NM R 
signal is detected with a spin echo pulse sequence. The resonant frequency o f 93Nb 
n u c leu s  is 110.35 M H z at B 0  = 10.6 T esla  based  on the 
6 .54x10 ~ 5  rad s~ l T '* . The signal averaging is done at a fixed magnetic field; the 
spin echo detected in the time domain, and is then converted to the frequency domain 
by the Fourier transformation. The frequency domain spectrum is integrated and each 
integral is a data point in the field swept spectrum. Then the magnetic field is stepped 
to obtain the next data point. The probe is tuned for a fixed carrier frequency. Thus, 
an entire spectrum can be obtained by acquiring successive data points (integrated spin 
echo) as a function of the magnetic field, thus avoiding the problem of probe retuning.
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In principle, the field swept NM R spectrum will yield an accurate line shape for the 
93Nb resonance.
2 .2  E xperim ent
The BaN bxS 3 (x = 0.8, 1.0) has been prepared and studied to characterize the 
structure by K im ’s research group.[2.1] Herein, we have used two 93jvjb NM R 
techniques to determ ine the num ber o f inequivalent 93jsjb sites that exist in the 
BaN bxS3 system.
2 . 2 . 1  Frequency Sw ept 9 3 ^ 5  NM R E xperim ent
First, ammonium hexafluoroniobate(V) (NH^NbFg Aldrich 20391-2, 99.99%) 
was used as a sept-up sample to determine the relation between pulse power and tip 
angle by means of pulses applied exactly on resonance based on a Bruker MSL200. In 
the commercial broadband probe, the spin echo pulse sequence [2.29] was chosen to 
use; 14 |is  for a 90° tip angle pulse (28 |is for a 180°) and 40 |is for ring down time 
(38.5 (is delay between pulses) with low power (1 W). The 9 3 ^ 5  T j seemed to be 
quite short and so a relaxation delay o f 0.5 s was used.
A 93N b conventional NM R spectrum  of N ^ N b F g  was obtained with 
48.916 M Hz rf carrier frequency (in 4.7 Tesla) at room tem perature, as shown in 
Figure 2-1. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio o f the spectrum , the signal was 
averaged 100 times. W ith successive applications of this experiment, the frequency 
swept 93Nb NM R spectrum of N ^ N b F g  was obtained over 48.53-49.29 M Hz range 
with a 20 kHz step size. The probe was easily retuned by the conventional way, and 
then the frequency was stepped to the next value. The 9 3 ^ 5  NM R spectrum  of 
BaNbS3 with frequency swept method was obtained by same procedure except that the 
frequency range was increased from  0.76 to 1.18 M Hz, and signal averaging was 
increased from 100  to 2 0 0  times.
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Figure 2-1 A 93Nb conventional NMR spectrum of NH4 NbF6  was obtained with 48.916 M Hz rf carrier frequency 
(in 4.7 Tesla) at room temperature. The signal was averaged 200 times. to
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2 . 2 . 2  F ield Sw ept ^ N b  N M R  E xperim ent
An O xford 16/18 T esla  (4 .2 /2  K opera tions, respective ly ) co ld-bore  
superconducting m agnet w as used for this work. The m agnet w as continuously 
energized by the Oxford pow er supply. The pow er supply was controlled by the 
homemade NM R console. The solenoidal NM R probe was fixed-tuned at 110.35 and
110.86 M H z for x = 0.8 and 1.0, respectively , and was m ounted on a 2.1 m 
stain less-steel transmission line. [2.30] The instrum entation o f this experim ent was 
described in detail by previous reports.[2.27,28] A  homemade NM R console was used 
to generate a spin-echo pulse sequence (90°x-Ti-180°y-T2-acquisition) with 12 (is and 
24 |is  pulses, respectively, and x\ = 24 (is (%2 = 28 jis).[2.29] The rf pulse pow er 
was set to m axim ize the spin echo amplitude for the 93>jb l+ l/2>  —> l-l/2>  central 
transition o f the sample.
The 93]Sfb NM R spectra of BaN bx S3  (x = 0.8, 1.0) was obtained with field 
swept experim ent at 4.2 K. Each data point in the field swept NM R spectrum  was 
obtained by signal averaging 8 times, Fourier transform ing, and then integrating the 
spectral region near the carrier frequency. The magnetic field was then reset to the next 
higher value and the process repeated; the magnetic field was sw ept over 9.8-11.4 T 
range with 90 Gauss step size. Typically, spectra were acquired in about 10 hours.
2 .3  R esu lts and D iscu ssion
93Nb NM R spectrum  of M fy N b F ^  with a frequency sw ept experim ent has 
been obtained at room tem perature, as shown in Figure 2-2a. This spectrum  shows 
that M fy N b F g  is a good set-up sam ple for 93jqb NM R. Because N ^ N b F g  has a 
octahedral coordination with an unimolecular rhombohedral cell [2.31], the asymmetry 
param eter is zero leading to unique 93>Jb pow er pattern. The sim ulation of the 93jsjb 
spectrum  for the frequency sw ept m ode is show n in Figure 2-2b fo r 77 =  0 and
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Figure 2-2 (a) The 93>jb NM R spectrum of N F ^N bFg with frequency swept
experiment at room temperature and 4.7 Tesla. A spin echo rf pulse 
sequence was used with a 14 |is  90° pulse of low power (1 W). The 
rf carrier frequency was swept over the 48.53-49.29 M Hz range 
with a 20 kH z step size, (b) The sim ulated 93jsfb spectrum  for 
frequency swept experiment. The 93>jb simulation spectrum is well 
matched with experimental data with C q  = 3.8 M Hz and tj = 0.
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C q  = 3.8 M Hz. The match between experiment and sim ulation indicates only one 
93]\tb site in N ^ N b F g  system. Also, the 93fvjb NM R spectrum  o f N ^ N b F g  
suggests that the frequency swept experiment can be very useful and successful for 
nuclei having a symmetric electronic environment and a large spin number, such as 9/2.
W ith this successful result, we have applied this technique to the BaN bS3 
system. The 93]%  NM R spectrum  of BaN bS3 obtained with the frequency swept 
experim ent is shown in Figure 2-3. How ever, only the 93 ]%  |+ l/2 >  —» l-l/2>  
transition is clearly visible with a broad line width in the center of the spectrum, and all 
other transitions are hard to characterize due to the poor signal-to-noise ratio for this 
spectrum. The poor quality o f the 93]%  spectrum of BaNbS3 prevents a determination 
of the number o f 93]%  sites in the system. Also, the 93]%  NM R broad line widths of 
B aN bS 3 suggests that the 93]%  m ay have ]arge C q , and so the frequency swept 
experiment is improper technique for BaNbS3 -
The 93]%  NM R spectra o f BaN bxS 3 (x = 0.8, 1.0) with field swept NM R 
have been obtained at 4.2 K, as shown in Figure 2-4. Basically, the 93N b NM R 
spectra are nearly the same for x = 0 .8  and 1.0 , with more clearly observed spectral 
features for BaN bo.8 S3 - Because we can see singularities in the spectrum of x = 0.8, 
we decided to use this spectrum for simulations. Simulated spectra of BaN bo.8 S3 are 
shown in Figure 2-5 and 6  based on the solution o f the quadrupolar plus Zeeman 
Ham iltonian at each magnetic field value in the spectrum. The simulation includes 
second-order quadrupolar effects.[2.32] The way we calculate a field swept spectrum 
will be briefly discussed. From  the experiment, the rf frequency is 110.35 M Hz, and 
the field values of all data points are 179 points in the experimental spectrum. Thus, 
the simulations require a calculation o f a powder pattern for each of the 179 different 
magnetic field values. However, instead of keeping the entire powder pattern, only the 
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Figure 2-3 The 93jyjb NM R spectrum  o f  B aN bS3 w ith frequency swept 
experiment at room temperature and 4.7 Tesla. A spin echo rf pulse 
sequence was used with a 14 ps 90° pulse o f low power (1 W). The 
rf carrier frequency was swept over the 48.3-49.5  M Hz range with 
a 20 kHz step size.
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Figure 2 -4  The 93jsjb N M R spectra o f (a) BaNt>o.8 S 3 and (a) B aN bj 0 S 3 
were obtained with field swept experiment (1 .6  T widths) at 4 .2  K 
w hen the r f  c a rr ie r  freq u en c ies  w ere 1 1 0 .3 5  M H z and
110.86  M Hz, respectively for (a) and (b).
C n  = 20 MHz
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Figure 2-5 The simulated 93Nb spectra of field swept experiment for 93Nb site having low C q :  (a) The spectra were 
calculated with 77 = 0 .3  and variable C q .  (b) The spectra were calculated with 77 =  0 .7  and variable C q .
(c) Spectra were calculated with 77 =  0 .9  and variable C q .  w
O
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Figure 2-6 The simulated 93Nb spectra of field swept experiment for 93}%  site having high C q :  (a) The spectra were 
calculated with 77 = 0 .3  and variable C q .  (b) The spectra were calculated with 77 =  0 .7  and variable 
C q . (c) Spectra were calculated with 77 =  0 .9  and variable C q .
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retained. A plot of field values versus these intensities yields the field swept simulation 
spectrum.
Based on a num ber o f simulations of 93jqb field swept NM R line shapes, the 
experimental spectra cannot be simulated with a single 93jqb site. Also, there are no 
distinctive features in the spectra that indicate three or more 93j\fb sites, thus we will 
assume the existence of two 93jqb sites. Based on the singularities in the experimental 
BaN bo.8 S3 spectrum, especially at 10.3 and 10.53 T, approximate values o f C q  and 
77 were obtained by the best fits as judged by eye and com parison with a set of 
simulations as shown in Figure 2-5 and 2-6. W e find two components; one site has 
C q  = 13 M Hz and 77 = 0.9 while the second site has C q  = 73 M Hz and 77 = 0.9. 
However, the com ponent w ith C q  = 73 M Hz has a distinctly asymm etric powder 
pattern that is not reproduced in a simulation based on only a quadrupolar interaction; 
there must also exist another interaction with a magnitude on the order of a 1.04 MHz 
(0.1 Tesla). Tentatively, the shift is assigned to a chem ical shift or Knight shift 
interaction.
We now turn to the main objective of this 93bJb NM R study, the determination 
o f the num ber and relative population o f the 93bjb sites in BaN bxS 3 - As discussed 
above, two possible 93jsjb sites with two different C q  values in the system were used 
to determine the relative population o f the 93]vjb sites. First, the m agnitude of both 
simulated data and experimental data were converted into the same percent scale for 
further calculation. Then, the sum  of the magnitude for C q  = 73 M Hz simulated data 
(say site a )  was made to equal the sum of the magnitude for C q  = 13 M Hz simulated 
data (say site P). Two simulated data were added with variable ratio o f a  : P = 1 : n 
(n > 1), as shown in Figure 2-7 and then converted to the percent scale for determining 
the relative population o f two 93>jb sites. Then, the new data in percent scale was 
multiplied in the order o f 1.6  times to make the m agnitude o f the second and third
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transition sites same as that of experimental spectrum, because the central transition was 
not concerned but showed too large m agnitude that made difficulty to simulate the 
second and third sides transitions; then the data subtracted from experimental data. The 
num ber of the residual data with variable ratio after subtraction were compared by the 
nonlinear least-squares fitting procedure.[2.33] Based on these calculations, the ratio 
o f two sites was determ ined with a  : [3 = 1 : 3.1 (yp- = 81.85); a 93]vjb sjte having 
C q  = 13 MHz has three times more abundant than the other site having C q  = 73 MHz. 
The 93jsib spectra com bined with experim ental and sim ulated data were shown in 
Figure 2-8.
At a sample tem perature o f 4.2 K, the 93bJb field swept NM R spectra of 
B aN bxS 3 yielded an inform ative powder pattern and showed that N bS3"2  has two 
different 93b[b sites with two C q . Most importantly, the relative population of the two 




Figure 2-7 A  plot of the ratio of two 93Nb sites ( a  : (3 = 1 : n) versus a  site 
having C q  = 73 M Hz, P site having C q  = 1 3  M Hz, and a  = 3.
= X  (experimental data -  simulated data)2/ a 2
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Figure 2-8 The 93]\jb spectra combined with sim ulated and experim ental data.
(a) The 93]sjb experim ental spectrum  o f B aN bo.sS 3 at 4.2 K. (b) 
The 93j\fb simulated spectrum with adding two sites by the ratio of 
a  : P = 1 : 3.1 for 77 = 0.9; a  site has C q  = 73 M Hz, and P site 
has C q  = 13 M Hz. (c) The sim ulated spectrum  o f  each 9 3 ^ 5  
sites; C q  = 73 M H z and 13 M H z with 77 = 0.9. (d) The residual 
spectrum was obtained with subtracting from (a) to (b).
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CHAPTER 3
BROMINE NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE RESONANCE 
SPECTROSCOPY OF FLAME RETARDANTS 
DISPERSED IN POLYMER BLENDS USING  
A CONCENTRIC LOOP-GAP RESONATOR
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3 .1  In trod uction
Since their production o f flame retardants dispersed in polymers, Albemarle Co. 
has not found an appropriate spectroscopic method to obtain structural information of 
the products. In an attem pt to meet their needs, we have developed a broadband 
nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) spectrom eter to obtain 7 9 g r ancj 8 1 g r n q r  
spectra for flame retardants dispersed in polymers. This NQR spectrometer has a very 
wide spectral range from 200 to 300 M Hz with automatic frequency selection and a 
novel automatically-tuned probe. A homemade console built [3.1] in our lab has been 
m odified for sw itching from  field-sw ept mode to frequency-sw ept operation. A 
broadband NMR probe has been built based on a concentric loop-gap resonator.
NQR is one o f powerful methods available in the present time for studying the 
sample having large quadrupole interaction, such as brominated aromatic compounds. 
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NM R) and NQR are closely related techniques, except 
that NMR uses a large magnet whereas NQR is done without a magnet. The absence of 
a magnet in NQR has both positive and negative aspects:
(1) Positive aspects: The probe to detect NQR frequency is designed 
with much more freedom by the absence o f the physical constraints 
o f size and shape imposed by the magnet. The size of the probe can 
be large, and then the large am ount o f sam ple can be used to 
im prove the signal-to-noise ratio. W e have used about 25 g o f 
sam ple for this project. Also, NQ R spectrom eter can be very 
portable without a magnet. We have moved the spectrometer from 
the chemistry to the physics building within 1 hour.
(2) N egative aspects: It can be difficult to find the proper NQR 
frequency for unknown sample. In some of the ^ B r  NQR data of 
brom inated arom atic compounds presented by Bray et a l.[3.2,3],
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resonant frequencies range from 220 to 252 MHz. This 32 M Hz 
spectral region can be compared with ^H NM R at 300 M Hz where 
all resonances are found within a 6  kHz region (assuming a 20 ppm 
shift range). W ith the automatically-tuned probe and the broadband 
NM R console, frequency ranges o f 2 M Hz have been m easured in 
5 hours.
Bray et al. obtained 7 9 g r ancj 8 1 g r N Q R spectra for a w ide range o f 
brom inated arom atic com pounds in the 1950’s.[3.2,3] All spectra reported were 
observed using self-quenched or externally quenched superregenerative oscillators of 
the push-pull Lecher-wire tuned type.[3.4] There are four important observations from 
this early works:
(1) The NQR frequencies depend on electron density at bromine and are 
correlated with Ham mett a  parameters. This indicates very good 
possibilities for spectral identifications with an accuracy comparable 
with NM R chem ical shift in terpretation. Thus, the rf 
frequencies range to sweep has been reduced by calculation of o  
values of brominated aromatic compounds in polymer blends.
(2) In some cases, m ultiple NQR frequencies were observed, for
example, four frequencies are found for 4 ,4 ’-dibromobiphenyl and
four frequencies for 4 -b rom opheno l. T his suggests good 
sensitivity to local crystallographic or polymer matrix environment.
(3) Spectra were obtained with good signal to noise ratio (ranged from 2
to 20) at 77 K and 300 K. The fact that spectra were obtained with
the superregenerative oscillators indicates spin-lattice relaxation time 
(T j)  less than 1 s and spin-spin relaxation time (T 2 ) greater than
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50 (is and an excellent potential for signal averaging with m odem  
pulsed NQR methods.
(4) The resonant frequencies of som e com pounds were found to be 
temperature dependent. This suggests a potential of m odem  pulsed 
NQR technique that can be used as a probe to detect a phase 
transition of the flame retardants in the polymer matrix by shifting of 
NQR transition frequencies depending on temperature.
There are some alternative NM R techniques to study polym er blends today. 
The 129xe NMR spectra of polymers and polymer blends have been obtained with the 
basic solution-state NM R m ethod and the success o f 1 2 9 x e  N M R based on the 
chem ical shift of the small nonpolar xenon atom having unusual sensitivity  to its 
environm ent.[3.5,6] W ith 1 2 9 x e  NM R two phases can be distinguished by the 
com parison o f chem ical shift and peaks in pure polym er and in polym er blends. 
However, this technique is useless for brominated aromatic polym er blends, because 
the flame retardants dispersed in polymers is difficult to dissolve in a solvent. The 
NM R spectra of polymer blends have been obtained by using cross-polarization 
and magic angle spinning (CP/MAS) which offers an unique insight into the molecular 
phase structure and mobility o f amorphous polym ers.[3.7] The signal-to-noise ratio of 
the brom inated arom atic com pounds will be poor because o f poor cross-relaxation 
dynamics at the B r-13c . The chemical shift o f  NM R will be the sam e for the 
flam e retardants whether is in the pure compound or in the polym er m ixtures, unless 
they make the chemical bonds with the polymers. Thus, this technique is also useless 
for the flame retardants in polym er blends. Proton spin diffusion studies o f polym er 
blends having m odest m onom er size have been done by N M R spectra using 
combination of rotation and multiple pulse spectroscopic techniques (CRAMPS) which 
offers high resolution o f spectra.[3.8,9] How ever, ^H chem ical shifts o f the
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polym er will be very small unless the concentration of flam e retardant is very high. 
Therefore, this technique is also not ideal for the flam e retardant/polym er mixture. 
Thus, all these NM R techniques are not appropriate leaving ^ B r  an(j  8 1 g r n q r  as the 
best remaining spectroscopic probe.
3 .2  Instrum entation
A simplified block diagram o f a bromine NQR spectrometer is shown in Figure 
3-1 . Since a hom em ade 10 - 300 M Hz NM R console has digital phase shifting and 
flexible pulse program m er with a high-speed digital I/O  card (National Instrum ents 
N B -D IO -32F) [3.1], the console was added with a digital I/O card program ming that 
selected the rf  irradiation frequency. Automatic probe tuning was done by rotating a 
concentric loop-gap resonator; the rotation motion is provided by an Aerotech 45SM W  
m icrostepping m otor on an A RT304 rotary stage. U nidex 100 m otion controller is 
connected via an RS-232C serial port to the M acintosh. All software were written in 
LabView, a graphical programming language.
A broadband, 200 - 500 M Hz, NM R probe has been built with a concentric 
loop-gap  resonator [3.10], as shown in Figure 3-2. The probe has also excellent rf 
hom ogeneity, a high quality factor (Q), and a filling factor equivalent to that of a 
solenoidal design. The stationary  outer cy linder is constructed on cylinderical 
high-density  polyethylene dielectric material having a thickness o f about 1 mm. The 
dielectric m aterial is obtained by cutting the ends off a N algene No. 2104, 125 ml, 
w ide-m outh bo ttle .[3.10] Polyethylene is a standard dielectric m aterial for this 
application that is used in high Q resonance circuits at high rf  pow er level. Since the 
outer diam eter o f the inner tuning cylinder is 47.4 mm and the inner diam eter o f the 
stationary outer cylinder is 49.6 mm, the conductor separation is 1.1 mm. The length 
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Figure 3-1 A simplified block diagram of a bromine NQR spectrometer.
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Rotary motion o f tuning inner cylinder by 
Aerotech 45SM W  spepping motor
PVC rod
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Figure 3-2 A simplified diagram of probe body.
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makes that the maximum volume o f sample holder can be 6 .9 x 10^ cm ^ (roughly 1 0 0  g 
of the brominated aromatic polymer blends). The gap of inner tuning cylinder is 1 mm 
across. The aspect ratio o f the inner tuning cylinder is nearly square, with a diameter of
47.4 mm and a length o f 40 mm. The tuning range o f the probe is determined by the 
volume, the size of gaps, and the conductor separation of two cylinders:
(1) A larger volum e of two cylinders shifts the entire tuning range to 
lower frequency.
(2) As the gap in each cylinder is reduced, the total tuning range is 
increased.
(3) As the conductor separation is reduced, the total tuning range is 
increased.
To shape the inner cylinder, 48 gauge copper sheet, is m ounted on a cylindrical 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) part. The cy lin d rica l PVC part is attached to rotary stage by 
a PVC rod (39 cm long) with a threaded brass rod at the upper end. M atching o f the 
probe circuit to 50 ohm s is accom plished by adjusting the distance betw een the 
coupling loop and the end of the inner tuning cylinder and changing the length of coax 
cable between the pream plifier and the probe. M atching o f the broadband probe over 
spectroscopic range, 200-300 M Hz, is shown in Figure 3-3. The coupling loop is 
made with 16 gauge insulated copper wire. The outer frame of the probe body is made 
with PVC pipe, as shown in Figure 3-4. The probe is shielded from rf noise by two 
copper shields made from 24 gauge copper sheet. The rf shields, an inner cylinder and 
outer box are significantly larger than the probe body to reduce coupling to the probe 
circuit. These rf shields are very im portant for reducing rf noise level, especially that 
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A plot o f probe tuning performance, (a) The impedance of the probe, IZI, is well matched to 50 ohms, 
(b) The phase offset of the probe is close to 0°. The m atching o f the probe circuit to 50 ohms is 
accomplished by adjusting the distance (units in mm) between the coupling loop and the end of the inner 
tuning cylinder as shown on top o f figure and by changing the length of coax cable between the 
preamplifier and the probe.
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48 gauge copper sheets
Figure 3-4 A simplified diagram of probe frame.
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3 .3  E x p e r im e n t
First, 1,3,5-tribromobenzene (C g F ^ B ^ , 98% Aldrich 14006-6) was used as a 
standard sample to determine the duration of a 90° tip angle pulse, the probe ringdown 
time, and the proper phase cycle sequence for the new bromine NQR spectroscopic 
experiment. The ^ B r  NQR spectrum of 1,3,5-tribromobenzene was obtained with the 
spin echo pulse sequence [3.11] at room temperature; 52 (is for a 90° tip angle pulse 
(104 (is for a 180°) and 24 (is for the ring down time were used with -1 6  W  pulse 
power, and the phase cycling is shown in Table 3-1. The spin-lattice relaxation of 
S^Br spin in 1,3,5-tribrom obenzene was very short at room  tem perature, less than 
0.2 s. Typically, relaxation delay o f 0.5 s, including other processing delay, was used 
for this experiment. To search for the ^ B r  NQR transitions, the rf carrier frequency 
was swept over the range o f 230 - 232 M Hz with a 20 kHz step size. The rf carrier 
frequency supplied by the PTS 300 was autom atically set by the M acintosh using a 
NB-DIO-32F parallel interface card; the probe was also automatically retuned for the 
consecutive rf carrier frequencies by rotating the resonator loop with a rotary m otor 
under computer control. The numerical relationship between the tuning frequencies of 
the probe and the number of step to rotate for the rotary m otor was obtained by using 
polynomial expression containing the coefficients ordered by descending powers; first, 
a tuning frequency of the probe was set to the zero-position of the rotary motor. Then, 
the rotary motor was moved with a given step size, and a tuning frequency o f the probe 
was obtained at the position o f the motor. Table 3-2 was obtained with the successive 
these observations for a certain range o f the tuning frequency. Then, a plot, the tuning 
frequencies o f the probe versus the rotation step-size o f the rotary m otor, was fitted 
with the polynomial expression; when a rf carrier frequency was set, the rotary m otor 
was moved to retune the probe with the calculated rotation step-size based on a function 
of the rf carrier frequency.
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Table 3-1 The phase cycling for ^ B r  NQR Spectroscopy. The x j and x2  of 
24 (is were used. Acquisition time was 200 p.s.
90° -  Xj -  180° -  %2 -  acquisitions
Phase
90° pulse 180° pulse Receiver
+X +Y +X
-X +Y -X
Table 3-2 The tuning frequencies of the probe versus the step-size of the rotary 
m otor for ^ B r  NQR experiment o f 1,3,5-tribromobenzene at room 
tem perature. The rotary m otor was moved with a given rotation 
step-size by the polynom ial equation that depends on the tuning 
frequency for automatic probe tuning.
Rotation step-size Tuning frequency/MHz Impedance matching/Q
0 229.950 50




10 0 0 231.175 50




fRotation step-size = -  7 .7890xl0 '12x(Frequency)2 + 800xFrequency -  1.8396x10^
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A S lf ir  NQR spectrum  was obtained by performing successive pulsed NQR 
experim ents as a function o f the rf carrier frequency. At a given rf frequency, the 
possible ^ B r  NQR signal was averaged (typically 320 transients) with a phase cycling 
sequence; then the free induction decay (FID) in time dom ain was converted to 
frequency domain by the Fourier transformation. The largest peak in the magnitude 
spectra was integrated and this integral was plotted as a function o f the rf  carrier 
frequency. Thus, a plot o f integrated peak intensity as a function o f frequency forms 
the 8 lR r NQR spectrum. The time required to step to the next frequency is about one 
second. The 81l3r NQR spectrum  o f 1,2,4,5-tetrabrom obenzene ( C g f ^ B r ^  98% 
Aldrich 27834-3) was also obtained at room temperature by the same method described 
above.
Because the frequency range for 7 9 s r  and ^ B r  NQR transition is very large, it 
is helpful to use the relationship between ^ B r  NQR transition frequencies and the 
Hammett a  values as reported by Bray et al. [3.2] to narrow the search range. For the 
per-brominated aromatics studied here, the a  values are particularly larger leading to 
exceptionally high 79fir and 8 lB r NQR transition frequencies, as shown in Figure 3-5 
and 3-6. Because the ratio o f 79fir to ^^B r NQR transition frequencies is 1.1970
[3.2], 7^B r NQR transitions frequencies of brom inated aromatic compounds can be 
calculated from the ^ B r  NQR transition frequencies.
3 .4  R esu lts and D iscussion
The ^ l f i r  NQR spectrum  of 1,3,5-tribrom obenzene was obtained at room 
tem perature, as shown in Figure 3-7. Also, 79Br NQR transition frequencies were 
observed  at 275.76, 277.12, and 277.38 M Hz. This spectrum  show s that
1,3,5-tribromobenzene is a good test sample to determine the sensitivity o f ^ B r  NQR 
experiment. The 1,3,5-tribrom obenzene has three different bromine sites in the unit
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Figure 3-5 Correlation of 7 9 g r NQR transition frequencies of the brominated 
aromatic com pounds with the Ham m ett o  values. The observed 
7 ^ B r  N Q R tran sitio n  frequencies ( 9 )  o f 4 -b rom opheno l,
1 ,2 ,4 - t r ib r o m o b e n z e n e ,  1 ,3 ,5 - t r ib r o m o b e n z e n e ,  an d
1,2,4,5-tetrabrom obenzene versus a  values were reported by Bray 
et al. The predicted 7 9 g r NQR transition frequencies (O ) of 
decabrom odiphenyloxide and tetrabrom ophthalic anhydride were 
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Figure 3-6 Correlation o f ^^Br NQR transition frequencies o f the brominated 
arom atic com pounds with the Ham m ett o  values. The observed 
8 lB r  N Q R transition  frequencies ( 9 )  o f  4 -b rom opheno l,
1,2 ,4 - t r ib r o m o b e n z e n e ,  1 ,3 ,5 - t r ib r o m o b e n z e n e ,  and
1,2,4,5-tetrabrom obenzene versus cr values were reported by Bray 
et at. The predicted ^ B r  NQR transition frequencies (O) of 
decabrom odiphenyloxide and tetrabrom ophthalic anhydride were 
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Frequency/MHz
Figure 3-7 The 8 lB r NQR spectrum of 1,3,5-tribromobenzene at room temperature. The spin echo pulse sequence 
was used to obtain the spectrum; 90°-'q-180°-T2-acquisition.
O n
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cell.[3.12] Since one has longer C -B r bond than the other two C -B r bonds, one has a 
lower NQR l±l/2>  —» l±3/2> transition frequency than the other. W e observed three 
8 lB r NQR transition frequencies that were a good agreement of B ray’s report. To 
increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the spectrum, signal was averaged 320 times for the 
entire experiment. The spectrum in Figure 3-7 shows the signal-to-noise ratio of 27 for 
the largest peak; the scan time was 5 hours and the sample mass was 25 g. Bray et al. 
reported a signal-to-noise ratio o f 5-6 for unknown mass and scan times, but these are 
p ossib ly  som e scale as in our w ork. The 81 B r N Q R  sp ec tru m  o f
1,3,5-tribrom obenzene represents that this experiment is very useful technique for the 
nuclei having the large quadrupolar coupling constant, such as halogen nuclei, and has 
high sensitivity o f ^ B r  NQR transition frequencies to local environm ents around 
bromine. The ^ B r  NQR spectrum  o f 1,2,4,5-tetrabrom obenzene [3.13] was also 
obtained at room tem perature with this technique, as shown in Figure 3-8. This 
spectrum also showed a transition frequency, 239.7 MHz, good agreement with Bray’s 
results, 239.71 MHz.
At the very end of the time available for this project, the ^^Br NQR scans were 
b egan  tw o flam e re ta rd a n ts , te trab ro m o p h th a lic  an h y d rid e  [3 .14] and 
decabromodiphenyl oxide. Unfortunately, the digital oscilloscope was broken during 
these runs and no transition frequencies were definitively located. Som e o f the 
instrumental improvements underway at the end including conversion to more powerful 
rf  amplifier. The logic for this was based on anticipated problems with short T 2  for 
these samples, and thus the need for a shorter spin echo pulse sequence.
One item for probe tuning improvement considered, but not implemented, was 
the inclusion o f a directional coupler to measure reflected power from the probe. At a 
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Figure 3-8 The ^^B r NQR spectrum of 1,2,4,5-tetrabrom obenzene at room temperature. The spin echo pulse 




rotation step-size/frequency; fine tuning would be accom plished by m inim izing the 
reflected power as a function o f small rotation about the set point.
W e will obtain the ^ B r  NQR spectra o f flame retardants with the same method 
used above. Then, the ^ B r  NQ R of the polym er blends will be acquired with the 
narrow rf sweeping range that can be decided the result o f the pure flame retardants. 
W ith comparison o f two expecting spectra from pure flame retardants and polymer 
blends, we can deduce the physical structure o f the flame retardants in the polym er 
blends. These experim ent can be repeated at the various tem perature with some 
modification of probe body.
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CHAPTER 4
A FIELD CYCLING NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE 
RESONANCE SPECTROMETER WITH VARIABLE  
POLARIZATION FIELDS AND SAMPLE TEMPERATURE
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4 .1  Introd uction
A field cycling nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) spectrom eter has been 
developed based on a Bruker M SL200, a high speed linear stepping motor, and an 
Oxford gas flow cryostat. The linear m otor can be operated in the fringe field (up to 
5 mT) o f the 4.7 Tesla m agnet; the linear m otor has im portant advantages over 
previous sample shuttle system s based on pneum atic devices: variable position, 
variable speed, and easier incorporation of variable sample temperature. The variable 
position is frequently used to select an advantageous magnetic field for polarizing the 
proton spin system. The gas flow cryostat, with sample motion, has been used for 
temperatures between 35 K to 300 K. The gas flow cryostat is effective at controlling 
spin-lattice relaxation time o f the sample; the major drawback of this arrangement is 
air leaks that cause blockage of the helium transfer line.
The field cycling NQR spectroscopy was a dominating tool in the seventies for 
m easuring the magnitude and symmetry o f electric field gradients at a quadrupolar 
nuclear site in polycrystalline solids, and has since then been used extensively for 
works of pure NQR spectroscopy.[4.1-12] Since it detects quadrupolar transitions by 
m onitoring the magnetization o f a more abundant and more sensitive *H nuclei, the 
NQR spectrom eter, using the field cycling technique, is useful in studying less 
abundant and more difficult to detect quadrupolar nuclei. The m ajor difficulties of 
studying the light quadrupolar nuclei, such as ^H, ^ b ,  11b , and ^ O ,  are that 
they are hard to detect in a high magnetic field due to broad line widths and in a zero 
magnetic field due to low resonance frequencies. The basic concepts o f the field 
cycling NQR spectrom eter originate from  spin tem perature and level crossing that 
occurs between the proton and quadrupolar spin systems.[4.13,14]
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4 .1 .1  S p in  T e m p e ra tu re
In an externally applied magnetic field, B0, an assembly o f spins align with that 
field and will have a certain spin temperature, Ts .[4.14] The relative probability of 
finding the spin system  having an energy level splitting, A E ,  is given by the 
Boltzm ann distribution function cxp(-AE/kTs  ), as show n in eq. (1.2). W hen the 
number of the spins is the same in two energy states, the spin temperature o f the system 
is infinite. In this case, there is no NM R signal because the m agnetization o f the spin 
system is saturated. W hen the spin system is placed in that field for the spin-lattice 
relaxation time, T j ,  it is in therm al equilibrium with the surroundings (lattice) so that 
the spin tem perature is equal to the lattice temperature. In a region o f zero magnetic 
field, the m agnetization of the spin system is reduced at a rate on the order o f T y ,  
which is the spin-lattice relaxation time in zero magnetic field. The typical values of T j 
and T id  for field cycling NQR spectroscopy experim ents should be at least 20 and 
1 seconds, respectively.[4.15] In fact in solids, the spin-spin interaction is usually 
much stronger than the spin-lattice interaction. W ith the spin-spin interaction, that 
causes thermal contact between two different spin systems, is possible to exchange 
m agnetization (energy) when two spin system s have the same energy level splitting. 
Thus, an isolated spin system cannot be affected by spin-spin interaction.
4 .1 .2  L evel C ro ss in g
In the field cycling experiment for the case o f a quadrupolar spin system dipolar 
coupled to an S = 1/2 spin system, such as spin, the proton spin system  is used to 
detect the presence of the less abundant quadrupolar spin system. If  the externally 
applied magnetic field is reduced adiabatically, the energy level splitting of the proton 
spin system  will be reduced as a function o f the Larm or frequency as described in 
section 1.1.1. A t the same time, the energy level splitting o f the quadrupolar system 
will be characterized by the pure NQR transition frequencies which are functions of the
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quadrupolar coupling constant and the asymmetric parameter, as shown in Figure 1-1. 
The transition frequencies of proton and quadrupole (S = 1) spin systems as a function 
of the applied magnetic field are illustrated in Figure 4-1. During the demagnetization 
process the transition frequency of proton spin system becomes equivalent pair-wise 
with the pure NQR transition frequencies. W henever the transition frequency o f proton 
spin system becomes equivalent with a pure NQR transition frequency, energy can be 
exchanged by the spin-spin interaction denoted in section 4.1.1. This energy exchange 
between two spin systems is known as level crossing.[4.14,15] The spin temperature 
of the quadrupole spin system is made equal to the spin temperature of the proton spin 
system by level crossing.
4 . 1 . 3  B asic F ield  C ycling Sequence
The basic field cycling experiment [4.14] can be divided into three phases, as 
shown in Figure 4-2.
(1) Polarization phase: The sample is placed in a large magnetic field to 
create spin magnetization for a time on the order o f the T j.
The 1h  spin system reaches equilibrium with the lattice in region A.
At the end o f this phase, the spin tem perature o f the system  
becomes equivalent with the temperature of the lattice, this being the 
sample temperature.
(2) Irradiation phase: The sample is then adiabatically transported to a 
region B of zero applied magnetic field. During the demagnetization 
process, level crossing occurs to transfer polarization from to a 
quadrupole spin system, thus yielding a polarized quadrupole spin 
system  for the sam ple at zero m agnetic field. Thus, both spin 
system s are at the same spin tem perature at the first point o f this 

















Figure 4-1 A plot o f the transition frequencies versus the magnetic field for the 
proton and quadrupolar (S = 1) spin systems. Two spin systems 
















Region A Region B Region C
0
Time
Figure 4-2 Basic field cycling sequence. In region A, the proton spin system is polarized by a large magnetic field.
The sample is moved to region B of zero magnetic field, and the quadrupolar spin system may be saturated 
by zero field rf irradiation frequency. The sample is returned to the high magnetic field, region C, and the 
recovered proton magnetization observed as a function of zero field rf irradiation frequency.
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the order of the T j j , rf  irradiation frequency is swept stepwise 
to saturate pure NQ R transition  in successive cycles o f the 
experiment.
(3) Detection phase: The sample is transferred to region C of high 
magnetic field and the recovered magnetization m easured as a 
function of zero field rf irradiation frequency; during the transfer, 
the Iff spin system is repolarized from the quadrupole spin system 
by level crossing, and the recovered magnetization is measured 
with a solid echo pulse sequence.[4.16,17] The recovered 
m agnetization is 100% in the case when there is no resonance of 
quadrupolar nuclei at the zero field rf irradiation frequency, and less 
when a resonance is present.
4 .2  Instrum entation  O verview
A M acintosh II with running a LabView program (see Appendix A) controls a 
com m ercial solid-state NM R, sam ple m otion, zero field rf  irradiation, and zero 
magnetic field, as shown in Figure 4-3. The tem perature o f the sample is manually 
controlled by the Oxford CF1200 continuous flow cryostat. The total costs o f about 
$42,000 was required to convert from the commercial solid-state NM R to field cycling 
NQR spectrometer.
The external trigger signal from the M acintosh is used to control the Bruker 
M SL200 process controller. A logical low at pin 5 of the 10-pin connector on the back 
o f the M SL is used to cause the external trigger to be true. A TTL-compatible digital 
I/O signal line is connected to the M SL external trigger input, that signal is produced 
from a National Instruments NB-MIO-16 parallel interface card in the Macintosh II.

























IEEE-488 lH  coil
Figure 4-3 A  schematic diagram of field cycling NQR spectrometer.
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The sample is shuttled between a high m agnetic field and a region o f zero 
magnetic field by a Compumotor LX-L20-P36 microstepping linear motor, as shown in 
Figure 4-3. The m otor has a 36" long platen which perm its up to 32” motion o f a 
sample, a m icrostepping resolution of -9 0  |lm , a lift force of 9 kg, and a maximum 
speed o f 2.54 m/s. The sample can stay in different positions allowing for polarization 
in a variable external magnetic field by this convenient linear motor. The linear motor is 
controlled with a Com pum otor LX Indexer/Drive system connected via an RS-232C 
serial port to the M acintosh. Two LabView programs are used, one to reset the initial 
position of the sample, and the other to move to a new, arbitrary position. Because the 
m otor control system makes a high electrical noise which interrupts an external trigger 
signal, the dc pow er input line to the system is isolated to protect any electrical 
interruptions from other dc pow er input lines. The m otor is m ounted on a 20 kg 
aluminum table fixed to the lift tabs of the Oxford 4.7 Tesla superconducting magnet 
dewar, and does not affect the magnetic field at all. The table is designed to allow to 
refill magnet liquid helium with minimum obstruction.
The Oxford CF1200 continuous flow cryostat operates on the principle o f a 
continuous and controlled transfer of liquid helium or nitrogen from a separate storage 
dewar to the cryostat via an Oxford CFS300 ultra low loss gas shielded transfer tube. 
After cooling the sample region o f the cryostat, the cold exhaust gas flows back along 
the flexible section o f the transfer tube, shielding the incoming coolant to reduce its 
consumption. The coolant flow rate is controlled by a needle valve in the transfer tube 
and an Oxford VC30 gas flow controller. The flow controller consists o f a vacuum 
gauge, needle valve and a flow meter. The return gas from the cryostat passes through 
the needle valve to the GAST DOA-V192-AA gas flow pump, and through the flow 
meter on its way to the coolant recovery line. An Oxford ITC4 temperature controller 
m easures the temperature of a sample of the high magnetic field region in the cryostat
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and m aintains the temperature at a preset level using the heater. Because a sensor to 
measure the temperature is mounted below the sample space o f high magnetic field, the 
tem perature o f the sample at zero magnetic field is unknown, but presum ed to be 
som ew hat above the indicated tem perature of ITC4. The sample tem perature is 
specified to operate from 2 K to 500 K; we have performed field cycling experiments 
down to 35 K. The m ajor difficulty we have encounter is preventing air leaks at the 
sliding seal for the sample transport rod. The linear motion o f the m otor has worked 
very well even when it is operating below  273 K in hum id Louisiana. The 
probe-to-stainless-steel tubing seal is shown in Figure 4-4.
The probe is based on a 1.35 cm (i.d.) glass tube with rf coils in high field and 
zero field and a gradient coil to provide a region o f zero magnetic field 71 cm  from the 
center of the magnet, as shown in Figure 4-5. The *H magnetization is detected with a 
m odified one-fold saddle-shaped coil tuned to 200 M H z.[4.18-20] The coil is 
constructed o f a 1 pm  self-adhesive copper sheet with a 1.59 cm inner diam eter and
2.59 cm height. The probe operates well from 35 K to 300 K, because it has a low 
quality factor (Q), a measure o f the efficiency o f the tank circuit.[4.21] The zero-field 
rf coil is assem bled to irradiate the sample in a zero magnetic field for a pure NQR 
spectroscopic experiment. The rf irradiation in zero field is done with a 5.8 cm long 
solenoid m ounted on the glass tube (24 gauge m agnet wire, 22 pH ). An external 
capacitor system, with series and parallel capacitors, is used to create up to 40 Gauss 
peak-to-peak rf radiation. A Hewlett-Packard 3314A function generator is the source 
of rf  w hich is then am plified by a 100 W, 0.02-10 M Hz Electronic N avigation 
Industries 240L amplifier. At a distance o f 71 cm along the bore from  the magnet 
center, the stray field is 22.5 m T with a gradient o f 500 mT/m. The gradient coil is 
positioned outside the rf radiation coil as shown in Figure 4-5. Because o f coil heating 
when energized with 4.43 A by a Hewlett-Packard 6032A system power supply, the 
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Figure 4-5 The zero-field gradient coil, rf  irradiation coil, and probe.
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The time required to convert from CP/M AS to field cycling NQR at 
300 K is on the order of thirty minutes. About fifteen minutes is used to remove the 
room temperature magnet shims.
4 .3  E xperim ents and R esults
4 . 3 . 1  l H  T j Variable F ield and Tem perature
The spin-lattice relaxation rate of a proton has been m easured using the field 
cycling technique with a variable proton spin polarization fie ld .[4.22] In our 
experiments, the variable sample temperature was added to determine T j of toluic acid 
using Oxford CFC. As shown in Figure 4-6, large magnetic field gradients between 40 
and 85 M Hz for a ^H spin system  in the Bruker 4.7 Tesla superconducting magnet 
results in the use o f a small amount o f sample (25 mg) for the T \ experim ent. The 
range of magnetic fields is accomplished by polarizing in the stray field o f the magnet 
where the field plot was determ ined with a Hall offset generator (F. W. Bell Inc., 
M odel #  BHA 900) mounted on the end of the sample transport rod. The field cycling 
sequence is described in Figure 4-7. In a low magnetic field (~ 0.3 mT), the *H spin 
m agnetization is saturated w ithin 10  s, then the sam ple is repositioned by the 
Compumotor microstepping linear motor to allow the ^H spin magnetization to recover 
at a region o f known magnetic field for variable delay times. The sample is then rapidly 
transported to a high m agnetic field, and the repolarized ^H spin m agnetization is 
m easured with a solid echo pulse sequence (90°x-T i-90°y-X 2-acqu isition) at three 
different tem peratures, 200, 250, and 300 K. Proton 90° pulses are 12 jus at a 
frequency o f 200 MHz. The first delay between pulses, x j ,  is 2 |is, and the second 
delay before echo acquisition, X2 , is 8 |is. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio o f the 
T j experiments, the ^H magnetization of up to 20 field cycles is averaged. The ^H T^ 
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Figure 4-6 A plot of MSL200 magnet field gradient. The sample position in a low magnetic field to saturate 
























Figure 4-7 Field cycling sequence of T j measurement
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Table 4-1 Spin-relaxation time of toluic acid (25 mg) at various temperatures 
and fields.
Magnetic Field 
(Larmor Frequency of Proton)
Temperature
200 K 250 K 300 K
1.0372 T (44.15 MHz) 
1.4328 T (60.99 MHz) 










4 . 3 . 2  F ield C ycling NQ R  Spectroscopy
Field cycling NQR has long been used for the spectroscopy of quadrupolar 
nuclei.[4.14] In fact, the pure NQR of the benzoic acid 50% deuterated carboxylic 
acid were reported via field cycling N Q R.[4.23,24] Because of a lack of control lines 
for m anipulating the Bruker MSL, particularly for saturating the magnetization, a 
modified field cycling sequence is used as shown in Figure 4-8. A brief description of 
the field cycling experim ent is given for the case o f an S = 1 spin system dipolar 
coupled to an abundant S = 1/2 spin system. First, the sample is moved to a low 
magnetic field from a high magnetic field to saturate the *H spin magnetization for 30 s. 
The sample is then transported back to a known magnetic field to recover spin 
magnetization for a time on the order o f the T j (500 s for benzoic acid at 300 K). 
The sample is then rapidly transported to a region of zero applied magnetic field, which 
is generated by a cancellation coil. The time to move the sample takes about 0.5 s. 
W hile the sample is held in a zero m agnetic field, rf  irradiation frequency is swept 
stepwise in successive cycles through the experim ent for about T ^  (3 s). The 
sample is transferred to a high magnetic field and the recovered ^H m agnetization is 
measured as a function of frequency; the recovered magnetization is measured with
B,o
- T ^ H )  at a 
magnetic field








a solid echo pulse sequence. The recovered magnetization is 100% in the sample 
there are no resonant quadrupolar nuclei at that frequency, and less when resonances 
are present. The pure NQ R of quinuclidine hydrochloride at -6 0  K is also 
measured with the same field cycling sequence. At 60 K, the T j for quinuclidine 
hydrochloride is 200 s and T j j  is 3 s. The time required to cool down the sample 
temperature with liquid He is about 5 K/min.
The NQR spectrum  of benzoic acid (97.8% deuterated carboxylic acid) 
obtained at 300 K and the 14jyj spectrum of quinuclidine hydrochloride at -6 0  K are 
shown in Figure 4-9 and 4-10. In both cases, a polarizing field of 4.7 T was used and 
the lH  m agnetization of 2 field cycles was averaged. The NQR spectrum  of 
benzoic acid showed the v . and v + transitions at 118.5 kHz and at 132 kHz with 
3 kHz line width, respectively. The 14-n  spectrum o f quinuclidine hydrochloride was 
acquired at -6 0  K, because the ^H T j for quinuclidine hydrochloride was very long at 
300 K. The preliminary spectrum  showed the v _ and v+ transitions around
1.1 M Hz and 1.25 M Hz with 0.1 M Hz wide line width, respectively. The large 
absorption below 0.4 M Hz was due to direct absorption o f zero field rf irradiation by 
the *H spin system; the observation of direct absorption was beneficial in that it quickly 
demonstrated successful spectrometer performance. For the last 7 data points, a large 
drift of *H m agnetization was observed as a result o f the system  warming up. The 
increase in temperature was due to the liquid He supply being depleted. Both samples 
are certainly candidates for a lower polarizing field due to the very long ^ H T j  found at
4.7 Tesla.
F ield cycling NQ R has long offered useful advantages over pure NQR 
spectroscopy or high-field NM R for certain samples. This work demonstrates a novel 
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Figure 4-10 Pure NQR spectrum of quinuclidine hydrochloride at 60K. Sample is polarized at 4.7 T. OOO
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CHAPTER 5 
H R IMAGING WITH FIELD CYCLING NMR AS 
A LINE NARROWING TECHNIQUE
(This chapter has been published as an article by Youngil Lee, Daniel, C. Miahaels, and 
Leslie G. Butler in Chem ical Physics Letters  1993, 206, 464-6. A letter from  the 




5 .1  Introduction
NM R imaging of quadrupolar nuclei has received less attention than the imaging 
o f S = 1/2 nuclei, in part due to the difficulties associated with the quadrupolar 
interaction. A critical feature o f NM R imaging is line narrowing o f a selected NM R 
resonance. For S = 1/2 spins, line narrowing schem es have included M AS and 
m ultiple pulse techniques and a resolution o f about 100 |im  can be obtained.[5.1] 
Therefore, the quest for effective NM R imaging of quadrupolar nuclei is really a search 
for a line narrowing technique, and several different approaches have been used. 
Images have been acquired for 3 5 q  and ^ B r  in samples with initially cubic site 
symmetry and thus a narrow NM R resonance.[5.2,3] A 3 5 q  image was acquired in 
zero magnetic field in a Zeeman-perturbed NQR experiment; the spatial resolution was 
about 2 m m .[5.4] Deuterated polymers, in which the line width o f the resonance is 
tractable, have been imaged with m ultiple quantum  and MAS NM R techniques and 
local m olecular mobility observed.[5.5,6 ] In a promising experiment for ceramics, the 
central resonance o f 27^1 in an alum inum  oxide was imaged with a spin echo 
sequence.[5.7]
Field cycling NM R has a long history for the spectroscopy o f quadrupolar 
nuclei.[5.8-10] In fact, the and 1 ^B NQR spectra o f boric acid were acquired via 
field cycling NM R.[5.11] A brief description o f the field cycling experiment is given 
here for the case of a quadrupolar spin system dipolar coupled to an abundant S = 1/2 
spin system, such as the proton spin system in boric acid. The sample is held in high 
magnetic field for the spin-lattice relaxation time, then transported to zero magnetic 
field. At an intermediate point in the demagnetization process, the evolution o f the 
and 1 *B spin energies allows for facile transfer o f polarization from to 1 ^B, thus 
yielding a polarized 11B spin system  for the sample at zero field. W hile in zero 
m agnetic field, irradiation at the ^ B  l± l/2>  —» l±3/2> transition will destroy ^ B
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polarization. The sample is then returned to high magnetic field; during the transfer, the 
lH  spin system  is polarized from  the spin system , and the recovered
magnetization is measured. The recovered magnetization is measured with a solid
echo pulse sequence.[5.12,13] In the spectroscopy experim ents, the zero field rf 
irradiation frequency is swept stepwise in successive cycles of the experiment. In the 
imaging work reported herein, the rf frequency is held constant, but the zero field 
irradiation coil is designed to be spatially selective. Hence, successive cycles of the 
field cycling experiment, combined with translation of the zero field rf irradiation coil, 
leads to an image o f a quadrupole spin system that is sensitive to the value o f the 
quadrupole coupling constant.
5 .2  E xperim ent
and 1 NM R images were obtained at room  temperature by field cycling 
NM R in which the sample was shuttled between a high magnetic field and a region of 
zero magnetic field using the sequence shown in Figure 5-1 [5.10,11] in a homemade 
spectrom eter.[5.14,15] r f  pulses were typically 3 ps (90° tip angle); the rf 
so lenoid coil was significantly  longer than the sam ple, 32 m m  and 26 mm, 
respectively, to ensure a homogeneous B j field. The translation o f a 3-turn rf coil, 
m ounted on a linear positioning stage, was used to spatially encode the zero field rf 
irradiation. The stage (Aerotech ATS302M ) has a positioning accuracy of 5 |im  and a 
maximum travel of 51 mm.
The imaging experiment consists o f the following steps. First, the maximum and 
m inim um  recovered m agnetizations are m easured in two separate experiments: 
maximum magnetization is measured with a normal polarization time, normal residence 
time in zero field, and no rf irradiation while in zero field; minimum magnetization is 
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coil translation range 
50 mm
Figure 5-1 Field cycling and pulse sequence o f the and im aging 
experiments. The sample is shuttled from high magnetic field, about 
0.94 T, to a region of zero magnetic field, less than 1 mT, by an 
air-driven piston with a transit time o f about 0.5 s. (a) Field cycling 
sequence, and (b) zero-field rf coil geometry.
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and no rf irradiation while in zero field. All recovered ^H magnetizations measured in 
the imaging experiment are reported as a percentage based on these two values. In the 
actual imaging run, the recovered *H magnetization is measured as a function o f zero 
field rf coil position; in successive cycles, the coil is translated across the length o f the 
sample. The imaging resolution is a function o f the size o f the sample region affected 
by the small zero field rf coil. To increase the S/N of the image, scans were averaged 
up to 10 times. The time required to generate an image is a simple function o f the 
number of image data points, num ber of scans, and the T j. At room temperature, 
the lH  T j for benzoic acid is 60 s and quite long for boric acid, greater than 1 0 0 0  s. 
The samples consist o f powders packed into a small glass vial separated into two layers 
by a layer o f teflon tape. The dimensions of each sample are given in the images.
5 .3  R esults and D iscussion
Two samples were imaged so as to illustrate two points. First, images can be 
obtained by 45 kHz irradiation into the zero field resonance; the ^H zero field 
resonance frequency is determined by hom onuclear dipolar coupling. Second, images 
of a quadrupolar spin system can be obtained by zero field rf irradiation at a pure NQR 
transition, here, the l±l/2> —> l±3/2> transition at 1.335 M Hz in boric acid.
The lH  image of the 26 mm benzoic acid phantom was acquired in 12 hours with 
a resolution o f 6  mm, as shown in Figure 5-2. The image is shown as the recovered 
lH  magnetization plotted against the zero field rf  coil position. The recovered *H 
magnetization is near 1 0 0% when the benzoic acid sample lies completely outside o f the 
zero field rf coil; the recovered ^H magnetization is reduced by zero field rf irradiation 
of the lH  resonance in benzoic acid. The experim ental image clearly shows the two 
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Figure 5-2 A 1H NM R im age o f  a benzoic acid phantom . The im age is 
acquired with a 1 0 0  s polarization period and 2  s irradiation in zero 
field at 45 kH z with an amplitude o f 3 x 10"^ T(peak-to-peak). Each 
data point represents the average of 10 acquisitions. After each data 
is obtained, the translation stage is advanced 1.25 mm. The dashed 
line represents the ideal image for the phantom (arbitrary amplitude).
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of the difference between the experimental and ideal images is attributed to the finite 
size o f the zero field rf coil and fringe effects.
Figure 5-3 shows the 1 NQR image o f the 26 mm boric acid phantom with a 
resolution o f at least 5 mm. Because o f the much longer T j o f boric acid, this 
im age required 46 hours. In this experim ent, the ^ B  pure NQ R transition  
l± l/2 >  —» l±3/2> is selectively saturated, then the ^ B  spin system polarization is 
measured via the recovered magnetization.
In these preliminary experiments, the images do not have very good resolution. 
However, this work does represent a very successful m ethod for imaging ^ B  and 
other quadrupolar nuclei, i.e., ^ h , l^ B , 1 7 o , and 27^1. The low spatial
resolution originates from the simple coil geometry and poor shielding of the zero field 
rf coil used in these preliminary experiments. Improved coil designs, based upon two 


















8 mm 8 mm
100
zero field rf coil position, mm
Figure 5-3 A ^ B  image o f a boric acid phantom. The image is acquired with a 
600 s polarization period and 20 s irradiation in zero field. The 
sample is irradiated to saturate the quadrupolar transition o f 
b o r ic  a c id  a t 1 .335  M H z w ith  an  a m p litu d e  o f  
lx l0 ~ 4  T(peak-to-peak). Each data point represents the average o f 
10 acquisitions. After each data is obtained, the translation stage is 
advanced 1.875 mm.
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CHAPTER 6 
FIELD CYCLING 1*N NQR IMAGING WITH  
SPATIAL AND FREQUENCY RESOLUTION
(This chapter has been accepted and is in press as an article by Youngil Lee and Leslie 
G. Butler in the Journal o f  M agnetic Resonance 1995. A letter from the publisher 
granting permission to reproduce this copyrighted material is attached in Appendix D.)
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6 .1  Introduction
Relative to NMR imaging of proton-containing solids, imaging of quadrupolar 
nuclei is rare and made difficult by the quadrupolar interaction.[6.1] One can perform 
the im aging experim ent based on either the pure NQR experim ent [6.2-4] or the 
quadrupolar-perturbed NM R experim ent.[6.5] Recently, we have found that magnet 
field cycling is a useful compromise since it provides the line narrowing o f pure NQR 
combined with the sensitivity o f NMR signal detection. This was demonstrated with a 
one-dimensional image based on the 1 NQR resonance of a boric acid phantom.[6.6]
In a magnetic field cycling experiment, the detected signal is a function o f the 
spin temperature in the laboratory fram e.[6.7] Therefore, the conversion o f the field 
cycling experiment from spectroscopy to an imaging experiment is based on spatially 
selective saturation o f a specific transition, usually a pure NQR transition. For the case 
of one-dimensional imaging, the design o f an rf  coil for selective saturation o f a low 
frequency NQR transition is limited by relatively few constraints. An imaging plane 
can be defined either by a plane of large amplitude B j field or by a null in the B j field. 
Factors such as B j hom ogeneity are m uch less im portant when operating in the 
saturation mode as compared with the linear response mode required for most NM R 
observations. Imaging along a spatial dimension can be done by simple translation of 
the rf coil in successive field cycling experiments. Incorporating the frequency domain 
into the experiment can be done by acquiring successive one-dimensional images as a 
function of the rf frequency used for the attempted saturation of the NQR resonance.
In this work, a pseudo two-dimensional image is presented based on spatial 
resolution in one dimension and rf frequency in the second dimension; the combination 
o f spatial and spectroscopic measurements has interesting advantages as described by 
Scheler et a/.[6.8] The test sample consists o f acetamide and salicylamide and the 
I0> —> l+> transitions occur between 2 to 2.5 M Hz in zero magnetic field. In the course
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of this work, three different rf  coil designs were tested. Two coil designs create an 
imaging plane based on a large amplitude B j field. A third design creates an imaging 
plane based on a null in the B \ field and consists o f two collinear solenoids wound 
with opposite handedness. The latter design was used for most o f the work presented 
herein. This is the first image o f a quadrupolar spin system which also incorporates 
resolution along the N Q R frequency dom ain in the non-m otionally-narrow ed 
lim it.[6.9,10]
6 .2  E x p e r im e n t
Field cycling NM R has long been used for the spectroscopy of quadrupolar 
nucle i.[6.11] In fact, the pure NQR resonance o f acetam ide [6.12] and 
salicylamide [6.13] at 77 K were reported via field cycling NMR. A brief description 
o f the field cycling experiment is given for the case of an S = 1 spin system dipolar 
coupled to an abundant S = 1/2 spin system. In high magnetic field, the spin 
magnetization is allowed to grow for a time on the order of the T j as illustrated in 
Figure 6-1. The sample is then rapidly transported to a region of zero applied magnetic 
field. At some point in the demagnetization process, the evolution o f the and 
spin states allows for facile transfer of polarization from to l^N , thus yielding a 
polarized ^ N  spin system for the sample at zero magnetic field; for convenience, we 
will assume that T j in zero magnetic field is short with respect to the zero field 
residence time. W hile the sample is held in zero magnetic field, rf  irradiation is used to 
saturate the |0> —> |+> transition, and so decrease the polarization. The 
sample is then returned to high magnetic field; during the transfer, the spin system 
is repolarized from the Sp jn system, and the recovered *H m agnetization is 
measured with a solid echo pulse sequence. W ith this sequence, the recovered 























of sites in regions of high B j . For NQR spectroscopy, the zero field rf 
irradiation frequency is swept stepwise in successive cycles of the experiment and the 
recovered magnetization m easured as a function o f frequency. We note here that 
the resonance intensity in the field cycling experiment is a complex function of 
and relaxation times and the relative heat capacities of the two spin system s.[6.11] 
Thus, it will be difficult to acquire images that accurately show the relative abundance 
of multiple quadrupolar sites.
The field cycling experim ent is converted into an im aging experim ent by 
modifying the rf irradiation coil used to saturate the quadrupolar transitions. Shown in 
Figure 6-2 are three coils we have tested: a) small rf coil, b) second derivative rf coil, 
and c) two collinear, oppositely wound solenoidal rf  coils. For the first two, the 
imaging plane corresponds to maximum IB j I while the last arrangement has an imaging 
plane at the null, IBjJ = 0. A one-dimensional image is created by translation across the 
sample of the zero field rf irradiation coil at a fixed frequency; at each coil position, the 
field cycling experiment is performed. A pseudo two-dimensional image is obtained by 
varying the frequency in successive one-dim ensional experiments. An interesting 
feature o f the two collinear, oppositely w ound solenoidal rf  coils is that im aging 
resolution im proves with increasing irradiation power, as shown qualitatively in 
F igure 6-2d.
The field cycling instrum ent has been described previously [6.6] that a 
homemade spectrometer connected via an IEEE-488 interface to the Macintosh has been 
used for all experim ents, as shown in Figure 6-3. All software were written in 
LabView, a graphical program m ing language (see Appendix B). A phantom  
consists of acetamide and salicylamide and the imaging experiments are performed at 
room temperature. Proton 90° pulses are typically 2.8 |is  and are at a frequency o f 
42 MHz. The rf solenoid coil is significantly longer, 22 mm, than the sample to
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Figure 6-2 Three coil designs for irradiation of the sample while in zero applied 
magnetic field: small rf  coil (a), a second derivative rf coil (b), and 
two collinear, oppositely wound solenoidal rf  coils (c). For each 
coil, the current into and out of the plane of the figure is shown with 
filled and empty circles, respectively. (The second derivative coil is 
so named as this coil is sensitive to the curvature o f a magnetic 
field.) In figure 6-2c, the dots indicate additional coil turns; the gap 
between the two solenoids is 0.8 mm. In figure 6-2d, the the 
nonlinear characteristics of the saturation are evident in the form o f a 
sharper imaging plane for coil design c at higher rf power levels.
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Figure 6-3 A block diagram of the homemade NQR imaging spectrometer.
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ensure a homogeneous B j field. The imaging coil has a 0.8 mm gap; each solenoid 
is 45 mm long and is made from 89 turns o f 32 gauge wire. Stray static magnetic fields 
in the zero field region are reduced to less than 30 |lT  with a large Helmholtz coil. To 
increase the S/N o f the im age, the ^H m agnetization o f up to 10 field cycles is 
averaged. The time required to generate an image is a simple function of the number of 
image data points, num ber o f scans, irradiation tim e, and the T j .  At room 
tem perature, the ^H T j for acetam ide is 100 s and is inconveniently long for 
salicylamide, 500 s.
The presentation of the images is different for the two coil types. For images 
acquired with an imaging plane based on a maximum value of IB j I, the recovered ^H 
m agnetization is 100% at positions in the sample there are no resonant quadrupolar 
nuclei in the imaging plane, and less when such nuclei are present. Therefore, a plot of 
recovered ^H m agnetization versus coil position is inverted with respect to the 
quadrupolar spin density. However, for the coil design with a B j = 0 imaging plane, 
the response function is reversed. Consider the case where the im aging plane lies 
outside the sample. Because each solenoid is longer than the sample, all on-resonance 
quadrupolar spins are saturated leading to a m inim al recovered ^H m agnetization. 
W hen the im aging plane position corresponds to a region containing quadrupolar 
nuclei, that portion o f the quadrupolar spin system will retain some polarization, thus 
leading to a larger recovered ^H magnetization.
The pseudo two-dimensional image is assembled from one-dimensional images 
acquired with off-resonance and on-resonance irradiation frequencies. The 2D image is 
constructed by converting the recovered ^H m agnetization o f each ID  im age to a 
percentage scale and then plotting the change in the recovered ^H magnetization o f each 
ID  image as a function o f coil position and rf irradiation frequency. By using this
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procedure for the pseudo two-dim ensional image construction, it is not necessary to 
have any advanced knowledge about the transition frequencies.
6 .3  R esults and D iscussion
In this work, imaging rf  coils were designed and tested, the I0> —> l+> 
resonances for acetamide and salicylamide were observed at room temperature, and a 
pseudo two-dim ensional im age was acquired. Both o f the coil designs based on an 
imaging plane of large IB j I yielded some images, but it proved difficult to generate 
a sufficiently large B j so as to saturate the |o> —> |+> transitions w ith 3 s o f 
irradiation (the upper limit on the irradiation time is determined by the spin-lattice 
relaxation time in zero magnetic field). A larger B j field is generated in the third coil 
design which consists of two oppositely wound, collinear solenoids; the imaging plane 
is the null point, B j = 0, between the two solenoids.
The room  tem perature resonances for acetam ide and salicylam ide are 
shown in Figure 6-4 and are unusually broad relative to most resonances of 
am ides. Spectra o f acetam ide were acquired at 200 K and 100 K, yielding 
progressively narrow resonances. In spite o f the broad room temperature resonances, 
the J |o> —» |+> transitions for acetamide and salicylamide are well resolved and 
thus, these samples were used to create an imaging phantom.
The pseudo tw o-dim ensional im ages shown in Figures 6-5 and 6-6 were 
generated  by translating  the im aging plane across the sam ple in successive 
one-dim ensional im aging experim ents. The one-dim ensional image at 2.15 M Hz 
shows the acetam ide portion o f the phantom  and the image at 2.3 M Hz shows 
salicylamide. Images at other frequencies show much less change in the recovered *H 
m agnetization as a function o f coil position; the stack plot in Figure 6-5 shows the 
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Figure 6-4 n q r  spectra of (a) acetamide and (b) salicylamide. The acetamide spectrum is acquired with a 100 s
polarization period in high magnetic field and 3 s irradiation in zero magnetic field. The zero field rf 
amplitude is 0.59 mTpp and each data point represents the average of 2 field cycling sequences. The 






















Figure 6-5 A pseudo two-dimensional image of a acetamide/salicylamide phantom. For the frequency range of 
2.09 to 2.21 MHz, each one-dim ensional image is acquired with field cycling parameters optimized for 
acetamide; the parameters are reset for imaging salicylamide at the higher frequencies. After each data 



























Figure 6-6 The data shown in Figure 6-5 is replotted as a contour map. The sample dimensions are shown, including 
the Teflon spacers. The spatial resolution is about 5 mm.
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performance, the relaxation delay and the irradiation time were set to 100 s and 3 s, 
respectively, for the acetamide portion o f the image and to 500 s and 5 s, respectively 
for the salicylamide imaging. The vertical display parameters for each one-dimensional 
image are normalized for the 100% and 0% recovered magnetization. The result of 
the pseudo tw o-dim ensional im aging experim ent clearly  shows the location of 
acetamide and salicylamide based on spatial and frequency resolved dimensions. The 
spatial resolution is about 5 mm and the frequency resolution m atches that predicted 
from the spectra. The contour plot in Figure 6-6 shows the frequency and spatial 
resolution.
In summary, field cycling spectroscopy o f quadrupolar nuclei offers several 
routes by which one-dimensional images can be obtained, especially since the design of 
the rf coil for selective saturation o f a low frequency NQR transition is lim ited by 
relatively few constraints. An imaging plane can be defined either by a plane o f large 
am plitude B j field or by a null in the B j field and one can operate in the saturation 
mode as compared with the linear response mode required for most NM R observations.
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CHAPTER 7
A DEMONSTRATION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL IMAGING  
ON A SOLUTION-STATE NMR SPECTROMETER
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7 .1  Introduction
In normal magnetic resonance techniques, a homogeneous static magnetic field 
is used to determine the properties and behavior of matter on the molecular scale. The 
purpose o f the homogenous field is to supply a steady field within the samples that 
gives rise to resonance widths small compared with the interactions being studied. 
W ith the use o f an inhomogeneous magnetic field, there will be a broadened signal 
containing inform ation on the spatial distributions o f the nuclei or electrons at 
resonance. This inhomogeneous field allows the study of structure above the molecular 
level.[7.1]
A magnetic field gradient across the sample is created by adjusting the room 
tem perature shims, usually X- and Y-shims, about the settings corresponding to a 
"shimmed" magnetic field as discussed previously by H ull.[7.2] If the sample has a 
single resonance, like water, then a one-dim ensional (ID ) image (or projection) is 
acquired  by tun ing  on a g rad ien t and observ ing  the N M R  spectrum . A 
tw o-dim ensional (2D) image is generated from a series of ID  projections by using a 
method such as filtered back-projection reconstruction algorithm.[7.3]
Back-projection was first applied to reconstruct tomograms of living patients by 
Kuhl and E dw ards.[7.4] B ack-pro jecting  each profile across a field perform s 
reconstruction o f the object, i.e ., the signal intensity corresponding to a given 
magnetic field is applied to all the objects that make up that field and an approximation 
o f the original object is produced after finishing for all projections. The reconstructed 
density is the sum of all magnetic field-projections which pass through an object. It 
was very attractive because o f its easy application to practice, without making use o f a 
computer or complex mathematics. Bracewell and Riddle[7.5] first developed filtered 
back-projection which is sim ilar to back-projection method, except they used profiles 
which were modified or filtered before being back-projected. The advantage of filtered
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back-projection is that after completion of the scan the image does not take long because 
each profile can be fully processed as it is obtained.[7.3]
A recent article discussed acquisition o f the ID  NM R images with a sequential 
scanning o f an isolated plane o f  m agnetization as a m ethod of planar im aging.[7.2] 
Herein, we demonstrate the 2D NM R images using an unmodified solution-state NMR 
spectrometer. W hile the experiment is complex and has a number of steps, acquisition 
of a 2D image is relatively quick for a practised user.
7 .2  S a m p le s
The samples contained water or H2 O/D2 O mixtures which are mounted in 5 and 
10 mm NM R tubes, 0.5 mm wall thickness. All sam ples have a m irror plane 
perpendicular to the tube axis; the 2D image lies in the mirror plane. The NM R probes, 
both 5 and 10 mm, are used without m odifications o f NM R coils. The sample 
length is about 1 cm in order that the sample fits completely inside the sensitive region 
o f the *H NM R coil. Three different sam ples, shown in Figure 7 -1 , have been 
imaged. The plexiglas and paraffin used in these samples are "NMR invisible" in 
solution-state NM R experiments.
7 .3  E x p e r im e n t a n d  R esu lts
There are two sim ple ways to generate a series o f m agnetic field gradients 
across the sample for making a 2D image. The first is to apply a continuous gradient in 
one direction, then rotate the sample about an axis perpendicular to the gradient. The 
second, which is the method used herein, is to rotate a magnetic field gradient around a 
stationary sample. The values o f the X- and Y-shims are adjusted, as shown in Figure 
7 -2 , to yield a magnetic field gradient that is rotated stepwise. The X- and Y-shims of 
m ost spectrom eters should be able to generate linear magnetic field gradients on the
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Figure 7-1 The three samples used: (a) A 5 mm NM R tube that contains two 
capillary tubes (1.5 mm o.d.) with one capillary tube containing tap 
water and the other a 50:50 m ixture o f H2 O /D 2 O. (b) A 10 mm 
NMR tube with 21 capillary tubes with five tubes in an asymmetrical 
configuration containing water while the others were left empty, (c) 
An "L" shape is milled in a plexiglas plug and then filled with water.
I l l
Paraffin




10 mm NMR tube
4 mm 4 mm






\ half circle of 





Figure 7-2 X- and Y-shims provide a uniform magnetic field gradient across the 
entire sam ple volum e. A  gradient o f m agnitude R generates a 
semicircular line shape depending upon the vertical scale factor.
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order of 1 Gauss c m 'l  that are centered on the sample. In this procedure, the sample is 
placed in the center o f the rf coil, and the magnet shims adjusted, if  necessary, so as to 
yield a relatively narrow linewidth, about 25 Hz. W e assum e here that the X- and 
Y -shim s provide a uniform m agnetic field gradient across the entire sam ple volume. 
The Bruker AC100 NM R spectrometer has a 2.34 Tesla superconducting m agnet with 
both superconducting and room  tem perature shim coils. The current through each 
room temperature shim coil is controlled by a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). Each 
DAC is loaded with an integer betw een ±9999, inclusive, where a value of zero 
corresponds to no applied field gradient The DAC settings are stored on the computer 
hard disk.
A set of m agnetic field gradients is created by setting the X- and Y-shim s 
according to the following formula:
X-shim value = X-base + R x c o s (n X  AngleStepSize) (7.1)
Y-shim value = Y-base + R X sin(n X AngleStepSize) (7.2)
where X- and Y-base are the shim settings corresponding to a hom ogeneous magnetic 
field, the A ngleStepSize is typically 6 ° yielding 31 projections from  0° to 180°, 
inclusive, and R  is the magnitude of the magnetic field gradient, in the arbitrary units of 
the spectrometer.
A  problem we have encountered is som ew hat poor perform ance o f the shims 
over large sample volumes for large values o f R. This is m ost likely due to poor shim 
coil windings. A sample that was used to test the quality o f the magnetic field gradients 
is an NM R tube with a minimal amount o f water, placed so that there is no water in the 
region outside o f the rf coil. The samples were not spun and the lock system, as 
well as, the magnetic field sweep, was deactivated.
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For the test sam ple, a spectrum  acquired w ithout a gradient should have a 
narrow resonance. However, the unusual placement of the NM R tube leads to a larger 
than norm al line width, full width at half height (FW HH), as shown in Figure 7-3a. 
W hereas the in stru m en t ro u tin e ly  y ie lds narrow  lines fo r spectro sco p y , 
A v(FW H H ) <  2 Hz, the change in the sample placem ent degrades the magnetic field 
hom ogeneity in the sensitive region o f the rf coil, such that Av(FW HH) = 25 Hz. A 
gradient generates a rectangular line shape for the test sample, as shown in Figure 7-3b, 
that is sym m etric about the resonance frequency. The full w idth near baseline 
(FW NB), A v(FW N B ) = 1500 Hz for R = 6000, can be used to calculate the strength 
o f the magnetic field gradient:
dH(R) _  2k Av(FW NB) (? 3)
dx y i  x (tufjg j d )
where 711 = 26,751 rad s'*  G a u ss '1 and tube i.d. 4 mm. For the Bruker shim system, 
dH(R = 9999)/dx = 1.18 G auss cm "*. This can be com pared with w hole body 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) where gradients on the order o f 1-20 Gauss cm"* 
are used. A side from line shape, the ratio o f the line w idths in the presence and 
absence o f the gradient give an approximate indication o f the possible resolution of the 
im aging experim ent. Here Av(FW NB, dH (R = 6000)/A v(FW H H, no gradient) = 
1500/25, so we expect roughly a 60 point resolution across each ID  projection. M ore 
resolution would be desirable; any less means that shimming m ust be done to decrease 
the A v(FW H H , no gradient) for the given sam ple geom etry. For our work, no 
additional shim m ing was necessary to reduce Av(FW HH, no gradient), but this would 
have been the next step for im proving the resolution o f the images. If  the line shape 
obtained w ith a gradient is not well-centered at the same resonant frequency as the 
center of the line shape without a gradient, the origin of the gradient is not located at the
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Figure 7-3 Projections o f test sam ple: (a) A  projection w ithout gradient 
(A v(F W H H ) = 25 H z). (b) A  p ro jec tio n  w ith  g rad ien t 
(A v(FW N B) = 1500 Hz) for R = 6000. (c) A  projection with 
gradient (Av(FW NB) = 2011 Hz) fo r R = 9999. (d) The test 




center o f the sample. This error in shim coil construction will create distortion in the 
2D im age sim ilar to a blur. For demonstration purposes, rather large errors can be 
tolerated. Even though our instrument shows noticeable errors, visible as asymmetric 
line shapes in Figure 7 -3b  and 3c, useful 2D imaging is still practical.
A  series o f shim files is prepared by m anually setting X- and Y-shim to the 
values calculated from equations (7.1) and (7.2). The shim settings are stored on the 
spectrom eter hard disk. The goal o f the 2D im aging experim ent is to obtain the line 
shape as a function o f the gradient direction for a series of projections, typically 31 in 
these experiments. About 100-200 data points are obtained to define the line shape and 
a flat baseline on both sides o f the absorption in each projection. Typically, the 
following param eters are used: the spectral width is 30 kHz, data size = 2 K complex 
data points, the pulse tip angle is set near 180° to reduce the signal amplitude (pure 
water gives an intense NM R signal), relaxation delay = 4 s (water T i  about 3.5 s), and 
4 scans are obtained. The projections are then exponentially m ultiplied, Fourier 
Transformed, and phase corrected.
The data are transferred using Kermit on the Bruker and VersaTerm Pro on the 
M acintosh.[7.6] D ata transferring takes approxim ately 1/2 m inute per file for 2 K 
data. This gives 31 projections of 1-2 K points each stored as separate binary files, 
still in the Bruker format. A ll 31 projections are reformatted using a hom em ade data 
translation program for translating from instrument specific binary-coded files to ASCII 
text files program . The translation program  was written in LabV iew , a graphical 
program m ing language .[7.7,8] A ll o ther program s are w ritten  in M atlab , a 
vector-oriented program m ing language, and all program s written in-house and used 
herein are available from the authors.
W e use a program to read these ASCII text files on M atlab.[7.9] The ASCII 
text files are translated into M atlab language in order that the data can be processed.
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Next the essential part of each ID  projection is extracted into a new file. The extraction 
is accom plished by using a program  that displays the 1st and 31st, flipped about its 
center so as to be superimposable, simultaneously. Since the data was acquired at six 
degrees increments these two projections are separated by 180 degrees. In Figure 7 -4 , 
a sample of the two capillaries with water and water/heavy water is represented with 
three projections at different degrees of field gradient as exam ples o f extracted data. 
The program clips each projection identically and stores all 31 in a new Matlab file. All 
31 o f the new projections are displayed during the process so that one can be sure 
nothing of value is being lo s t Then they are processed using a filtered back-projection 
reconstruc tion  a lgorithm  program  w hich m akes a 2D im age from  the 31 
one-dim ensional projections. The contour maps of the 2D filtered back-projection of 
the five w ater filled capillaries and the L -sh ap e  o f the orig inal poly (m ethyl 
m ethacrylate) sample can be seen in Figure 7-5 and 7-6, respectively. The shapes of 
the water sample can be clearly observed.
7 .4  C o n c lu s io n
In this demonstration the line shape reveals a dependency on the position and 
the amount of the H 2 O within the sample. This demonstration is the same rather simple 
application used in many areas o f non-medical NM R imaging, such as animal imaging, 
plant studies, and im aging o f m obile liquids inside o f solid porous m aterials. The 
entire imaging experiment takes only 3 hours to do.
This procedure has been shown to be reasonably accurate and easy to 
implem ent, improvem ents in resolution and time cost are readily attainable through 
p re-scan  shim m ing and algorithm  stream lining. H opefully , th is experim ent is 
understandable to undergraduate students and would be an excellent way to familiarize 
them with NMR imaging and its relationship to NM R spectroscopy.
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Figure 7-4 Projections o f Figure 7 -1(a) sample depend on X- and Y-shims 
vector; (a) a projection with gradient (0 = 0°) which pass through 
center of between two tubes, (b) a projection with gradient (0 = 52°) 
which deviate from center o f between two tubes, (c) a projection 
with gradient (0 = 90°) which pass through one after another tube, 
and (d) a contour of 2D imaging of two capillary tubes with water in 
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Figure 7-5 Contour map of five tubes with water among 21 and the associated 
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Figure 7-6 Contour of L shaped hole in cylinder and the associated grayscale.
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The m ajor interest of my research was the quadrupole interaction in the solid 
state which was used to characterize the structure of molecules and to image materials: 
The first part o f this dissertation has discussed NQ R spectroscopic techniques 
developed to obtain structural inform ation on solids using two direct observation 
m ethods and two different line narrow ing techniques. The second part o f this 
dissertation has described novel NQR imaging techniques that use field cycling as a line 
narrow ing  technique for im aging  and con ta in ing  solids. L astly , 
tw o-dim ensional imaging was demonstrated using an conventional solution-state 
NM R spectrometer.
Frequency swept and field swept NM R have been dem onstrated to observe 
93N b sites o f BaN bx S 3 (x = 0.8, 1.0) in Chapter 2. The results from  these two 
techniques show that field swept NM R is the more effective technique for BaNbxS3 - 
A t a sam ple tem perature o f 4.2 K, the NM R spectra of B aN bx S 3 yield an 
informative powder pattern and show that N bS3‘3 has two different 93jsrb sites with 
two different quadrupolar coupling constants. Most importantly, the relative population 
of the two sites has been measured for the first time.
A broadband nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) spectrom eter, having 
autom atic frequency selection and a novel autom atically-tuned probe, has been 
developed to obtain 7 9 g r and 8 1 g r NQR spectra for flam e retardants dispersed in 
polym ers, as discussed in C hapter 3. The 7 9 g r an(j 8 1 g r n q r  spectra  o f 
1 ,3 ,5-tribrom obenzene and 1,2 ,4 ,5-tetrabrom obenzene w ere obtained at room  
temperature. At the very end o f the time available for this project, the ^ B r  NQR scans 
were began with two flam e retardants. Unfortunately, no transition frequencies were 
definitively observed during these runs. Some of the instrum ental im provem ents 
underw ay at the end including conversion to m ore pow erful rf  am plifier and 
improvement of the probe tuning. The logic for this was based on anticipated problems
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with short T 2  for these sam ples, and thus the need for a shorter spin echo pulse 
sequence. The ^ lB r  NQR spectroscopy of flam e retardants and the polym er blends 
now appears to be promising.
A  field cycling nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) spectrom eter has been 
developed based on a Bruker M SL200, a high speed linear stepping m otor, and an 
Oxford gas flow cryostat, as described in Chapter 4. The spin-lattice relaxation rate 
of toluic acid has been measured using the field cycling technique with a variable proton 
spin polarization field and variable sample tem perature. The 2H NQR spectrum  of 
benzoic acid at 300 K and the spectrum of quinuclidine hydrochloride at ~60 K 
were obtained with the field cycling technique. Field cycling NQ R has long offered 
useful advantages over pure NQR spectroscopy or high-field NM R for certain samples. 
This w ork dem onstrated a novel m ethod whereby a com m ercial solid-state NM R 
spectrometer can be adapted to field cycling NQR spectroscopy.
The recently developed technique o f NQR imaging via field cycling has been 
used to image in a boric acid phantom and ^ N  nuclei in a test sample o f acetamide 
and salicylam ide, respectively, as described in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. The field 
cycling  spectroscopy  o f quadrupo lar nuclei o ffers severa l rou tes by w hich 
one-dim ensional images can be obtained, especially since the design o f the rf  coil for 
selective saturation of a low frequency NQR transition is lim ited by relatively few 
constraints. An imaging plane can be defined either by a plane of large amplitude B \ 
field or by a null in the B j field and one can operate in the saturation mode as compared 
with the linear response mode required for m ost NM R observations. This work does 
represent a very successful m ethod for im aging other quadrupolar nuclei, i.e., 2H, 
10B, 170 ,  and 27Al.
A tw o-dim ensional im aging using an unm odified solution-state NM R 
spectrom eter was dem onstrated in Chapter 7. In this dem onstration the line shape
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reveals a dependency on the position and the amount o f the H 2 O within the sample. 
This dem onstration is the sam e rather sim ple application used in m any areas of 
non-m edical NM R im aging, such as animal imaging, plant studies, and imaging of 
mobile liquids inside o f solid porous materials. This procedure has been shown to be 
reasonably accurate and easy to implement, improvements in resolution and tim e cost 




A PPE N D IX  A: L abV iew  Program s for C ontrolling F ield  C ycling NQ R
Spectrom eter in C hapter 4
LabView Version: 3.0.1
M ain Program : Field cycling NQR spectrometer control
Sub Program s:
1. M otor initialization contol
2. M otor control
3. MSL pulse control
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,_F*1,Fg1 tiB-..IP!.!.....!!!: ..lil J t .lJ l
itl DD-BD DB3D;D a  □ D tl Da PC Dim. .1!. I>!) DO D C D a D a D a D D a g D D D a
O —
Scope
T rig g e r
f e > --------------- J
Z J---------------------------------------------------------- -
pri 1—  lr@ >
Scope
T rig g e r
17-*
IB-------------------------- *
1*1.1*1.1?. I?....!*!. i W ^  1*1 r*i !*! ■ ■ ■
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■ M l Pin B G D C D c a  aCHDflD ;caiL1? K C O C C D D D P G t l D C C a C O D G I






P h ase  S h i f t
□ 3
M B  M JfLB:.:B,B,. ̂  F1-.F1 w !*1 ML JP,
I t n a i G G B c o a c c i D C D G o n ' i  1? i‘t i p p p p p p a p p D P p a p a 0 - 0 0
HO-
•d e la y
FI F! 1»1 f*! FI FI FI. .1*1. ...1*1 ...1*1..,..H,B ^1, Bmm.IP.
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Pulse programmer control Page 9
PP
90 90
i n D i c a i a p c a D i l D n c D o n ' l  i - . l ; n d c q d p d D O D o o c a a o o d d i
XI « BLRNKING-BRR
f * i  t l * l ,  1* 1, 1 * 1 , f * i .  i f L d l i  . . . . M ,
a  □ a  c  a  n«i j»-;n D C D c a G c c o a g a  a n  c  a  a a
|6 4  | -----1— I
9vilf«  ON
4
Phos* Shi f t
3 -
m J f
 lEl.Brnlli.S.i.Ifl.i.fcl Mffl. BtMlwll
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Pulse programmer control Page 10
PP
90 90
liPOlOCftDOOODfOODOD DDDODDOD C DD'DD D □ OP pi
P I , P I  ,P 1 !: I P L  . H j S J j l i j  J P I P I  :,.;:P1',;PI:'' i j -
)■»oiD i c d I'D o a a i o a a  p a □ c  rl*i c  a a a a p.o a c  d □ a a a d □ a a
D ig !U z e r
>128 i---
D ig i t ! z « r
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Pulse programmer control Pa8e 11
PP
90 90
t n D B c o f c a p p a c i i D f l D a a n ' i  ' m a D n a D D D n D D ' O D a a a D p a
D
nul I
j*1 RJ*1 !♦! , 1*1 ,t*i ,,i*i. .[*]., m in w in m Fi j?i m
fcia-p.■ a  a B  ■a&iP'DOtl□ a  d d c  i~k  a  □ o a  c  n  c  d  n  □ □ p  a  □ d  a  □ a




Pulse programmer control Page 12
PP
9 0  9 0
iBtoogaoiiOpooCTtat^OiaiDgm  a ^ n a D D D ' a D c a D a D a G D D C D
s t a t e  12
v  i*i H  l+ lP I  .1+1, Jj*3..-15L.[tI. 1*1 . . f ] , .,[+!,,...„!+!.!*! „,[+),.„!♦!. r*1
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Pulse Programmer-write control Page 1
P P - S  
W ri tejpdate
C o n n e c to r  P o n e
p p-s
Pulse P rog rw n  V rlte
[update
PP-Slov-Wrlte to Crate.updete
F r o n t  P o n e l
P u lc e  Program
B lo c k  D io g ro m
CH31-------
P u ls e  Program
;ia :.a;ai;Q a!a;d ia;a.gg;'ii;L.ft-jr)Q;ai;a!;0!ia!ai;Dia;a-pa;i[
P r e p a r e  f or a r i t e  t o  p u l s e  p r o g r a e a e r
L i s t  o f  P u ls e  Programm er NAF commands
f l O l .F d B ) ,  DH-0, DM-0, OL-O wi II 
r e s e t  PP a d d r e s s  c o u n te r  to  z e ro
fl( 1 ) ,F < 16), 0H*0, 0n»0, DL*0 wi l l  
s e t  PP fo r  CfiMfiC mode, re a d y  fo r  
r e a d in g  o r  w r i t in g  to  CfltlflC b u s.
fi<0),F< 16>, DH-0, O H -data, D L-dato 
u se  Q -sto p  mode fo r  w r i t in g  d a ta  
to  PP.
fi<0> ,F<0), 0H®0, O h«data , D L-data
u se  Q -sto p  mode fo r  r e a d in g  d a ta  
from PP w ith  o u to - in c re m e n t on.
N ote: Always r e s e t  PP a d d r e s s  c o u n te r  to  
z e ro  when f in i s h e d  re a d in g  o r  w r i t in g
i ; q : P . g a S i p ; ; p ; g  d i d  „ l ^ ^ g i p i a i a i g i a - a i g i a ^ p i
R ese t PP a d d re s s  c o u n te r  to  z e ro
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Pulse Programmer-write control ^ a8e ^
iiiiaiqiitatiasjddiiijijaoa-iciasgiiOri, ?,, [‘idiaigianaiiQi'taiaubCTb
S e t  PP to  CflflRC »ode
p □ □ □ a p,p a a m T* HP □ □ □ □ □ □  a.o □ □
F ro *  p19 o f  3988 Manual
S t a r t  se n d in g  th e  16 b i t s  o f  PP o rr o g .
*V
;pioajp.;aj:P!aqjp-ai:p::rt‘i..<,-iriaj:p8PiOi;q;ip:aa'ci;a;:fiii
P P - S
W rite
jp d a te
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Linear stepping motor control ^a§e ^








F r o n t  P a n e l
A bsolu te P osition  
( re q u e s te d )  o r  in c re m en t M iddle B g te (A = 0 ) Low B y te (A = 0 ) High ByteC A=t 5 M id B g te (A = D  L o w B g te (A = l)
1 E— "I E 1 E 1 E 1 E
LoadO 3 ) /E x e c u te (2 )  D i r e c t io n ^ )  RESET-BARO 1) E x t-C lo ek (3 ) Clock ON-BA R(IO) ° ° £ ° m e‘ BA R(7) A b s / ,n c 0 2 )
Any d ire c tio n  change m u s t be loaded in w ith  th e  
E x ec u te  is  lis te d  a s  B ar, bu t is  not! position  &  in in c re m en ta l m ode th e  f i r s t  tim e  only , l i m i t  C h e c k e r
th e  m o to r  com es on w ith  a  ran d o m  d ire c tio n  as  
p o s itiv e  and so m e tim e s  th e  d ire c tio n  m u s t be 
c o r re c te d  f i r s t ,  u sually  runn ing  i t  a ll th e  w ay  to  
th e  to p  and p re s s in g  in th e  d ire c tio n  b u tto n  su ff ic e s
Limit reached
Block D ia g ra m





Absolute P o sitio n  
( re q u e s te d )  o r
[ m l  E U d I [ m i l
|High Bgte(A =1)| (hiid Byte(A =1)| [Low Byte(A=l7|
TF
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low bgte commands for A=Q
E 3 -
iqiibPidiioiiaiiaiiaaaiiaidiiaijaiooiii^L loioiaoipiaiioioia
le iock  0 N -B A R O 0)
|Middle byte commands fo r A=0||r e s e t-b a r ’
o -
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Linear stepping motor control ^a8e ^
Step
Motor
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ a
j i n s e r t  e x e c u te f lo w  b g t f )  ta k e  o u t  b < d C 1 6  m id  b g teT I
g g g g g g g g g g g g g g
o -
m m m m m m m
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S te p .
AU
Connector Pane












Linear stepping motor_sub control Page 2
S te p .
AU
B lo c k  D ia g r a m
ig'niDipidiaioopriiiPioibabl-cttidM, a ,i»faip;g;.iDi;DiiaidilDitoiOiDiiD;cio;o.!Pi:i




Linear stepping motor_sub control Page 3
D D C O D a D C D C O U C O C d ‘1 ' .^KlDaiPjOailPialOlipiqiClplpilDiD;!
middle  b y te  on A= 1
position
S te p -
AU
|  =v uo B)fiq MDI
a n a  □ g g □ go g g a a a a uvrrr.g a a a n a a a a a a a a a a a
nv P  3 g B j  { o j j u o d  qns j o j o u i  Suiddajs .reaun
061
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Transiac Reset control Page 1
Connector Pane
T ra n s
Reset
TransReset








C o n n e c to r  P ane
Sweeps ■ 
record le^ tji -
cre-trig  - 
Digitiser ■
T ra n  j
bet02__
Transiac Setup_Update




1 2 8  -








E x te r  - A  
5 -  
2 -  
tU se c  -  
5 0 0 -  
2 0 0 -  
1 0 0 -  
5 0 n se  -
S w e e p s
E E Z
8 0 0 0  -  
6 0 0 0  -  





7 / 8 -  
6/ 8 -  
5 / 8 -  
4 / 8 -  
3 / 8 -  
2 / 8 -  
1/ 8 -  
0-E = 3
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g g ig ig g a g g ig ii^ ^ ig ig g o g g ip g o .i
[Address]
r e c o r d
le n g th
D i g i t i z e r
c l o c k
|p* ta  FORMAT)
oi g g g g g g  g pmh ) i»ig g g g  g g : gg g





D isA k lc  LAM R e q u e s t  on  
S oar C o m p le te
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Transiac Read-out control Page
T ra n s
Read
Connector Pane














2 K -  
4 K - 
8K
FID after dizitizing





t ra n s ia c
ou tpu t
Transiac Read-out control Page 2 Read
Block Diagram
♦J
D igitizer [ T l - i
B
W rites C o n tro l/S ta tu s  R eg iste r;
th is w orks like C SR-3-Bytes
3 I---------- l i o " 1 n
GPIB Addr. A c.— 12— 1 H
j — j -----------
‘ v I S l ------- 117 1 F
■  ,0 1■  DATA
aiaaiaioioaiigrid,«.knipggciigioiaii
PBT
















p o in ts
FBI
F*unsigned
S te -JE s]
t r a n s i a c
o u tp u t
a q i O i p ; i o l p |q ; q l ; t v i  i i i i n a a a a a a ;  3 i o C T o i n i ; q : g s q ; g i , , s J q j q i g i ; q ; q i p i q ; p ; i !
W rites address of the f ir s t  data  w ord to be read  
from  the averaging m em ory; this w ork  should 





f a r - ® *
j  >p n r|
S e t 3 9 8 8  to single T ran sfer Mode; 







g j a a a a a p i . .  m , 3 a a a a a a
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: a c m e  err,-. <? i O c c c c G !





-Q  N 
- 0  * 
-Elr
r v i n - n  p a o ' d . M .  2 . i ' n c r c D  D O s
jj Timing Gen
1  N D  
|  *  E 3 ~ r
f  r  ^
r a to r  Execute j
I B  - f ,  ' |  |
GPIB Addr. j
S e t t ra n s fe r  count r e g is te r ;
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F r e q ,  kHz
Range
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Comstron frequecy synthesizer control ^a§e ^
COM
Freq.
o i Q i i o  i p  ip j i iu i  j . .  j t i Q i i p i i g P U Po p






P P i P I P i i k U U i j i PP i p
Freq BCD
GPIB Address I T
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Comstron frequecy synthesizer control Page 3
COM
Freq.
O D D O P D D C D a D D Q  H 5













v o l t a g e   - j
_ DAC 




1 0 .0 -Chan 3  -
Chan 2
5 . 0 -Chan 1 -
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A PPE N D IX  C: M atlab  P rogram s for  C alcu la tion s o f  M agn etic  F ield
and T ransition  P ossib ilities o f  with V ariab le Coil 
G eo m etr ies
Matlab Version: 4.1
C . l  T w o co llin ear, oppositely  w ound solenoidal r f  co ils geom etry
% Calculation of magnetic field produced by opposing coil geometry 
% Calculation of transition probabilities o f N14 with opposing coil geometry 
% May 1,1993
clc;clear;clg;echo off;hold off 
% Primary parameters
a = 0.00011; % (intercoil spacing)/2, meter
b = 0.0004; % thickness o f coil, meter
X = a*(-177:2:177); % Coil Spacing array
Y = b*(-90 : -2); % winding direction of coils
Z = b*(2 : 90); % winding direction o f coils
V = [Y Z];
A  = X + V;
U = 4*pi*10A(-7); % Tesla meter amp-1
I = 30; % ampere_pp
R = 0.0096; % meter
T  Id = 5 % seconds
% Calculation of magnetic field with infinitely long coils 
B_infinite = U*I/((2*a)+b)
constant = T_ld/B_infinite
% Calculation of magnetic field with produced by opposing coil geometry 
B_center = 0; 
fo rk =  l:length(A);
r = sqrt(RA2 + A(k)A2);




B_axis = zeros(l, length(z_axis)); 
for m =l:length(z_axis); 
for k= l:length(A )
L = A(k) + z_axis(m); 
r = sqrt(RA2 + LA2);
B_axis(m) = B_axis(m) + sign(A(k))*(I*U/2)*(RA2)/(rA3);
end;
end;
% Calculation of transition probabilities of N14 with opposing coil geometry 
M ag = zeros(10,length(z_axis)); 
for n = 2:2:20;
M ag(n,:) = 100*exp((-l)*n*constant*B_axis.A2); 
end;
subplot(211);









title('Magnetization effected by opposing coil')
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C.2 Second derivative rf coil geom etry
% Calculation o f magnetic field produced by second derivative coil geometry 
% Feb. 23, 1994
clc;clear;clg;echo on;hold off;
% Primary parameters 
a = 0.00011; 
b = 0.0004;




% (intercoil spacing)/2, meter 
% thickness o f coil, meter 
% Coil spacing and winding direction 
% Tesla meter amp-1 
% ampere
% radius o f loop, meter
% Calculation of magnetic field with produced by second derivative coil geometry 
z_axis = (a+(b/2))*linspace(-200,200,400);
B_axis = zeros(l, length (z_axis)); 
for m =l:length(z_axis);
L = A( l )  + z_axis(m); 
r = sqrt(RA2 + LA2);
B _axisl(m ) = B_axis(m ) + (-l)*(I*U /2)*(R A2)/(rA3);
end;
for m =l:length(z_axis);
L = A(2) + z_axis(m); 
r  = sqrt(RA2 + L A2);
B_axis2(m) = B_axis(m) + (+ l)*(I*U /2)*(R A2)/(rA3);
for m =l:length(z_axis);
L = A(3) + z_axis(m); 
r = sqrt(RA2 + LA2);
B_axis3(m) = B_axis(m) + (+ l)*(I*U /2)*(R A2)/(rA3);
for m =l:length(z_axis);
L  = A(4) + z_axis(m);
204
r = sqrt(RA2 + LA2);
B_axis4(m) =  B_axis(m) + (-l)*(I*U /2)*(RA2)/(i*3);
end;
B_axis = B _axisl + B_axis2 +  B_axis3 + B_axis4;
z_axis = z_axis*100; 
subplot(212);
plot(z_axis, a b s ( B _ a x i s ) , h o l d  off; 
xlabel ('Position/cm '); 
ylabel('magnetic field, Tesla');
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C .3  S m all r f  coil g eom etry
% Calculation of magnetic field produced by small coil geometry 
% Jan 9, 1994
clc;clear;clg;echo on;hold off;
% Primary parameters 
a = 0.00011; 
b = 0.0004;




T  Id  = 50
% (intercoil spacing)/2, meter 
% thickness o f coil, meter 
% Coil spacing and winding direction 
% Tesla meter amp-1 
% 0.294 amp_pp 
% meter 
% seconds
% Calculation of magnetic field with produced by second derivative coil geometry 
z_axis = (a+(b/2))*linspace(-200,200,400);
B_axis = zeros(l, length(z_axis)); 
for m =l:length(z_axis); 
fo rk= l:leng th (A )
L = A(k) + z_axis(m); 
r = sqrt(RA2 + LA2);
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